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1

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: ...(gavel)... Budget and

2

Finance Committee will be reconvened. Members, we're

3

reconvening from Friday, April 24th.

4

Members, what you have on your desk that was

5 distributed by Staff this morning, you have three documents.
6 You have one, the projects that will withhold bond
7

authorizations, you have that listing. You have the revised

8 or the updated Exhibit 1, and also you have the thicker
9
10
11

group of papers. You have -- this is the bills and resos
that will be required action on today.
At this point, the Chairman, Committee Chairman

12

Pontanilla will be joining us at about 10:30 this morning.

13

So at this time I'm going to ask the Members to take the

14 time in reviewing the documents that had been passed out for
15 your review. And at 10:30 when we reconvene with Chairman
16

Pontanilla we will be able to initiate the necessary actions

17 we need to pursue the course that we have charted for today.
18

Any questions, Members?

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No questions.

20

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Hearing none, then, Members,

21

this Budget and Finance Committee stands in recess 'til

22

10:30 this morning.

...(gavel)...

23
24

RECESS:

9:07 a.m.

25

RECONVENE:

10:39 a.m.
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1
2
3
4

ITEM NO. 1:

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR

2010 FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI (CC 09-59 and CC 09-88)
CHAIR PONTANILLA. ...(gavel)... The Budget and
Finance Committee meeting is now reconvened. Good morning,

5 Members. Sorry I wasn't here to open the Committee meeting
6

this morning. I had a, an appointment early this

7 morning. Members, I just want to thank Chairman Mateo for
8
9
10

opening the recessed meeting from last week Friday.
Members, we're going to go -- first of all, I'm
assuming that -- and Staff, clear with me, Exhibit 1, has it

11 been passed out already? Thank you.
12

Okay, Members, I don't know if Chairman Mateo had

13

referred or directed staff to ...(inaudible)... to the Self

14

Insurance Fund in the amount of $1,022,369. So if that

15

wasn't mentioned earlier this morning, Staff needed to

16 balance the budget, so they utilized some of the funds from
17

Self Insurance to balance the budget. So now in the Self

18

Insurance Fund we do have an amount of $1,022,369.

19

Members, when we stopped last Friday we were into

20 provisos. But before the Chair -- but before the Chair address
21

the provisos, I'd just like to take up one area -

22

Department of Parks and Recreation. And as you know, Member

23 Kaho'ohalahala had indicated a provisor -- proviso for the
24

Parks, Parks and Recreation Department Aquatics Program

25 provided that 3.0 equivalent personnel, it says lifeguards at
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1

$93,636 shall be for the Lana'i's community pool. Now,

2 Members, we don't have any lifeguards at the pools any more,
3
4

they're called pool guards. So if we can do the change.
And at this time I'd like to call on our

5 Corporation Counsel to explain, because the Chair had a
6 problem last week Friday with regards to the liability
7 that the County will assume by providing
8

lifeguards at the Lana'i community pool. And listening to

9

the Parks Department, well, Administration, they requested

10 to defer some of the things that Member Kaho'ohalahala had
11 brought out that evening in regards to the possibility of
12

the County for a lease of $1 a year for 20 years to take

13

over the ball field, the swimming pool, and I think the

14

soccer field.

15

So at this time I would like to call on Ms. Fujita

16 because of my concern regarding should we agree. And my
17

explanation, I don't want to -- I don't want the County to

18 pick up any liability or expenses until an agreement is made
19 by the Administration and Lana'i Land Company on how we're
20

going to proceed as far as the swimming pool at Lana'i

21

community area. So Ms. Villarosa, if you could.

22

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, as was discussed

23 by the Committee last week, there were at least three
24

different possibilities that were discussed. The Committee

25 and Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala had mentioned their concern
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1

about opening the pool right away. In order to do that, one

2 possibility that was discussed was to provide a grant to a
3 grantee to operate the pool temporarily until the County
4

could get personnel in place. That is one option. If that

5 option is explored, then the County would require sufficient
6 insurance by the grantee to protect the County from
7

liability, and that's standard in all of our grant

8

agreements.

9

The other possible option was the County taking

10

over operation of the pool. The Members are proposing three

11

EP's for the positions, and one suggestion that I had made

12 was the County merely entering into an operating agreement
13 with Lana'i Company, which would mean that all we would be
14 providing is the pool guards. The Lana'i Company would be
15
16
17

responsible for maintenance, repairs, and everything else.
In that scenario I doubt if Lana'i Company is
going to take on full responsibility. I think that if the

18 County provides pool guards, we are going to have to take
19

some responsibility. I would negotiate with Lana'i, or my

20

office would negotiate with Lana'i Company to have some sort

21

of shared responsibility, because of course the County would

22 maintain control over the pool guards, but Lana'i Company
23 would maintain control over the maintenance and repair of
24 the facility. So we would want to have some kind of mutual
25

indemnification, probably both of us providing insurance
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1
2

covering, covering the other party.
And then finally, the other, the last option that

3 was discussed was the County acquiring property interest. I
4 think that that is going to take some time to work out. The
5

other two options that I just discussed, the grant and the

6

operating agreement, could -- could be in place while we're

7 working on this other land acquisition option. And there it
8

could, you know, range from acquiring just the pool property

9 or it could be the whole facility as Lana'i Company had
10

proposed, or it could be just a lease of some sort. I mean

11

there's different, different options, different ways the

12

County could acquire interest.

13
14

But I think that from what Parks was talking
about, I don't think that they really had time to think

15 through the cost of that and what it would cost to maintain
16

all the facilities, so it sounded like they needed more time

17

to come up with those numbers. So I'm not sure, you know,

18 what direction the Council wants to go at this time, but there
19

are, as you can see, there's at least three that we had

20

discussed and with different levels of responsibility.

21

I think that with the last option, which sounds

22 like a more permanent option with the County acquiring land
23

interest, property interest, I think at that point then we

24 would accept pretty much all the responsibility as far as
25

liability goes. Because I'm pretty sure Lana'i Company is
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1 not going to want to be responsible for what happens at the
2 pool once the County acquires long-term property interest.
3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So the option to

4 open a pool as soon as possible would be the option that you
5 mentioned in regards to both sharing some liabilities while
6 you work out with, work out the details?
7
8

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: If the County goes with the
grant agreement, which sounds like the most, the quickest

9 way to get the pool open at this point, the County would
10

require the grantee to have proper insurance to cover

11

liability concerns. The -- for the County to provide

12

personnel there, that's going to take several months, I

13 would think. And at that point, yes, we would have shared
14
15

responsibility for liability.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Presently I

16 understand that the pool is open five days a week, and the
17

exist -- well, the pool guard that was working at that

18

location worked eight hours per day. So many hours in the

19

morning, so many hours in the afternoon. He's the only

20

qualified pool guard probably on that island presently.

21

So if we go through the grant agreement there's a

22 possibility of hiring that one personnel to be the pool
23

guard at the pool, since he's certified and trained. So

24 Members, any questions? Member Johnson?
25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: If I understand what
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1

you're saying, because we did take this vote upon the

2

consideration of the three, and I guess now we're going to

3 have to re-title that pool guards or whatever. Would -4 because what I'm hearing from you is that we really should
5 be qualifying under what circumstances that would take
6

place. Is that what I'm hearing you saying, or are you just

7

saying no, we can't really implement the proviso that we had

8 voted on last week?
9

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: No, the proviso can be

10

implemented. I'm just -- I guess I was just asked to

11

provide the different scenarios with regards to liability.

12

So I was just trying to explain to Council what the

13 potential liability for the County would be under those
14
15
16

different scenarios.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Well, Mr. Chair,
and I don't know if this will cloud the issue or, you know,

17 at least give time to actually resolve this in whatever way
18

we're going to resolve it, but I say in addition to the

19 proviso for the pool guards, that we I guess now we'll have
20

to vote on the titling of those because they're no longer

21

life guards, they'll be pool guards. Also say that in

22

addition, it's provided that the issues relating to the pool

23 operation are resolved prior to implementation, so that you
24 qualify under which circumstances the pool guards are
25

actually going to be authorized.
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Because if you, if we can't resolve those issues,

1
2

then we are totally exposed, and actually if we don't have

3

site control, legally you can't come on to someone else's

4

property and just say oh, la di da, I think we're going to

5 open up the pool operation.
6

So I don't know, Mr. Chair, I'm just throwing that

7 out as a way to possibly resolve the conflict that we may
8 have, and to give clear direction that we want to make sure
9 these things are done irrespective of any of the other
10

issues that have been discussed. To authorize that the pool

11

guards are there, that's one thing. But then to also say,

12

yes, we need these issues resolved in a way that this whole

13 plan can be implemented to protect really the pool users as
14

well as not conflict with Lana'i Company. So that's a

15

thought, Mr. Chair.

16
17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And if Corporation
Counsel can come up with some language, number one, to

18 protect the pool guards, as well as most importantly protect
19

the County, and protect the users of the pool. You know, the

20

Chair would appreciate that so we can move on this Lana'i

21

swimming pool issue.

22

Members, any more questions? Seeing none --

23 Member Nishiki?
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I just hope that this
Administration is ...(inaudible)...
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Your mic. Your mic.

1
2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: I heard Corporation

3 Counsel saying that she would negotiate with the company,
4 but I hope that the Administration is aboard.
5

And Fred, I guess I should ask that question to

6

you. You know, we're moving in a direction, and we were

7

told also that the pool is now closed. And we were also

8 told that unless we move to open that pool, all the pumps or
9 whatever that is there now -- and I think that some of your
10

people said that it's in pretty good condition. I don't

11

know how they know that, but they said that. But they

12

cautioned us that if we don't start moving and running the

13

equipment, we could lose everything.

14

So Mr. Chairman, as we move now, I'm just

15

concerned that we're not moving fast enough. So however you

16

can communicate to this administration, I would hope that

17

that occurs. Thank you.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Nishiki.

19

Members, any more questions regarding this one

20
21

item? If not, thank you.
The other thing that the Chair has this morning

22 that I need to notify the Committee Members. Members, you
23 were provided a list of projects proposed for bond
24

appropriation, but bond authorization will be withheld until

25 the Department comes back before this Committee.
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1

There's two proposals. One is the Lahaina Watershed.

2 And the Chair would like to remove the Lahaina Watershed project
3

from the proposed list. The Director of Public Works had informed

4 me that Phase Two of the project will be going out to bid in August of
5

2009, and then, you know, that the project is ready to go. And the Chair

6 would want to provide bond authorization for this project.
7

Members, any questions?

8

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Seeing none. And the other one, the Kihei

10

Police Station. Members, if you recall the Maui News article on April

11

14, 2009, the property of the police station is zoned

12 Agricultural by the County. It would need a Community Plan
13 Amendment, a State District Boundary Amendment, and a
14

rezoning to Public/Quasi-Public designation. To date, I

15 don't believe we have a pending item in Committee.
16
17

Also in reference to a response from the Police
Department dated April 15th, 2009, the civil engineering

18 phase will take about six months, and it is not expected
19
20
21

that all $20 million will be paid out before July 2010.
So those are the two items that the Chair would
like to notify the Members in regards to. One is to release

22 and then the other one is to continue to withhold. Any
23

objections, Members?

24

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chair?

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki?
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: To -- to Fred again. I
don't want people to think that the Police Department is not

3 moving quick enough. However, in lieu of what the Chair has
4

said, are you familiar with the process that we're going

5

through now, the Change in Zoning and all that? That's a

6

concern, I talked to Captain Hudson about that, but I was

7

just looking at -- is this Administration pushing this

8

project?
And the reason why I say this, Mr. Chairman, is I

9
10

can support it because it is not a dead project. You're

11 just saying that they need to come back and we need to
12

review this, and they need to keep us on an update of what's

13

occurring.

14

MR. PABLO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So is this something that

16

Uh-huh, yeah.

this Administration is pushing or what? So we know.
MR. PABLO: Yes, Councilmember Nishiki. We worked

17

18 very closely with Deputy Chief Gary Yabuta and also Captain
19 Larry Hudson on this so that we will know the status at all
20

one time. If the -- if this body decides to hold bond

21

authorization when we're close to getting the project

22

started, at that time we will request bond authorization

23

approval.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, and that's fine,
Mr. Chairman, as long as, you know, I was told that there
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1

may be a slight delay. But if this Administration is on it,

2

then I don't think that that will occur. But at the same

3 time, I would hope that there is being support given to the
4

Police Department personnel on this. Although I heard that

5 the firm of Hiraga whatever was hired to move on the change
6
7
8
9

of zoning. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion? Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. Just a

10

clarification for the reduction of the Lahaina Watershed.

11

So we're taking out the 6.2 million from bond for the FY 10

12 budget. And so the figure now should be the working number that we're
13

working with instead of $32 million, that will be 26 million then?

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, Staff? There's a new number.

15

MS. REVELS: Thank you, Mr. Chair.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: We're adding. Okay.

17

MS. REVELS: We would be adding so the new total

18

would be 38,710,000.

19

MR. MOLINA: Oh, Okay. All right. Thank you.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Members,

21
22
23

any more questions? Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: With regard to the land
use change for the Kihei Police Station, and I don't know if

24 Mr. Pablo can answer that, but would it save time if the
25 Council were to put forward the land use change? Because
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1

that's what we've done in other situations where it's a

2

Council-initiated land use change.

3
4
5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If the Department -- Mr.
Pablo, if you want to answer that.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Well, anyway,

6 perhaps Mr. Nishiki can work with Administration then on
7

that to find which way is the most expeditious, because I

8

know that when we've done that it, it has served to expedite

9 and at least eliminate the back and forth of a lot of those
10
11

things. So anyway, thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Okay, Members, any

12 more questions regarding any of the two items?
13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If not, Mr. Nishiki, for your information,

15

for the Members' information, in regards to the Affordable Housing Fund,

16

Staff gave me what's available. It's $6,043,186 are presently available.

17
18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Six million, forty-three
thousand and change.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, $6,043,186.

20

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, you also got a

22 handout in regards to proposed provisos that -- not
23 proposed, but provisos that we had taken cared of on Friday.
24
25

There's two pages of them.
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, that was not handed
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1

out to the Members.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, it wasn't? If you could?

3

We'll take a five minute recess. We'll reconvene at 11:05.

4

...(gavel)...

5

RECESS:

11:00 a.m.

6

RECONVENE:

11:15 a.m.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA. ...(gavel)... The Budget and
Finance Committee meeting is now reconvened.

9

Members, you got copies of all of the actions that

10 we took on Friday evening regarding provisos, and again, the
11

Chair had the question regarding Lana'i swimming pool.

12

Okay, Members, continuing on.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman?

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Medeiros?

16 You know, you gave us the figures on the Affordable Housing
17

Fund.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Can I just ask one

20

question about that if you would allow it?

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

23 Either for Mr. Pablo or for the Staff. But my understanding
24

is the figure came from the Director of Finance, and then

25 whatever needed to be subtracted out brought us to this
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1

figure, is that correct?

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's correct.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And then my second

4

question is, the new allocation for the Affordable Housing

5 Fund which should be added in July 2010, how does that work?
6 Does that become part of the fund?
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff, if you could.

8

MS. REVELS: The amount to be added July 1st, 2010

9
10
11
12
13

is included in this figure.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, so what was that,
like about 4 million?
MS. REVELS: It was yeah, about 4 million. If you
look on the exhibit, it is on page .

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The new exhibit?

15

MS. REVELS: The new exhibit.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, page?

17

MS. REVELS: Page 7.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: 7. So actually the fund

19

only had like 2 million left, and then the 4 million that

20

will be forthcoming in July of 2010 brings it to this figure

21

we got today.

22

MS. REVELS: That's correct. It had about 2

23 million unaccounted for. The Council hadn't approved the
24
25

funding for 2 million.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Staff. Thank
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1

you, Mr. Chairman.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Okay,

3 Members, again, what was passed out this morning, just now,
4

are the provisos that we took care of on Friday night. So,

5 Members, understand that there's some of you that wanted to
6 add provisos to the budget.
7

First of all, I'd like to call on Member Nishiki,

8

since we've got Cheryl Okuma over here in regards to

9

increasing one EP for maintenance mechanic in the reuse

10

program. And she's requesting that we increase by one EP,

11

no funding.

12

So if, Cheryl, Ms. Okuma, if you could come down.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Cheryl ...

14

MS. OKUMA: Good morning.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki, if you could

16
17

start.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. When we had the

18 discussion with the Mayor and Jeff from the Water Department
19 and yourself, you came out with a proviso that you could live
20 with, and Jeff also, that stated that within your own budget
21 we could do this wastewater study. However, you mentioned
22 that you would also need to increase by one EP count for a
23 maintenance mechanic in the reuse program with no funding.
24 And the justification that I gave to the committee was that
25 this maintenance mechanic will focus solely on the water
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1

reuse program. So if you could explain to the Committee

2

this need.

3

MS. OKUMA: Yes, thank you, Councilmember Nishiki.

4

That is right, we had that discussion with yourself as well

5

as with the Mayor. And this basically reflects the

6

importance of the Wastewater Reclamation Program, I believe,

7

from all of our perspectives. And in terms of that program,

8 we felt it was very important that we be able to maintain
9

the reclamation system itself. It is a system of pipes and

10 valves. And so it would be important to -- for us to be
11 able to have a maintenance mechanic whose primary function
12 would be to do that maintenance and repair.
13

Just a little background. The County has been

14

very fortunate in that we've had Mr. Steve Parabicoli, who

15

is the Wastewater Reclamation Program, the Recycling

16

Coordinator. But, you know, quite frankly, a lot of his

17

time is out in the field, out in the field doing the

18

maintenance repair work, the checking, everything that's

19 needed, which is also things that we need to report to
20

Department of Health as well in terms of the system that we

21

have there.

22

And whenever that happens, that makes it very

23 difficult for him to do the program management that he needs
24

to do if we're really interested in not only maintaining but

25 expanding this program. And so to be able to have a
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1 maintenance mechanic whose primary function is this would be
2
3
4

a big help.
One of the other things is our, of course our
concern is that as Steve Parabicoli is here within the

5 County that he be able to basically provide the training and
6 the mentoring in terms of what's needed to maintain these
7

kinds of systems. So this will provide the opportunity to

8 basically have that knowledge within, within the Department,
9 within the division, within the program.
10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Thank you, Cheryl.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Okuma. I'm

12

trying to, you know, thumb through Exhibit number 1. In

13 your original request did you requested for that particular
14 position the maintenance mechanic in the reuse program?
15
16

MS. OKUMA: That, that basically came out of -this item basically came out of a discussion with

17 Councilmember Nishiki and the desire to do that verification
18

study, which is actually being driven by the Department of

19 Water Supply. And as we discussed the desires and the needs
20 moving out in the future, I realized that one of the things
21 we are going to need is to, is to look at what we have
22

existing, and the need for a maintenance mechanic would

23

certainly help us in the program.

24

So that discussion actually came as a result of

25 these discussions that I had with Councilmember Nishiki
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1 together with Director Jeff Eng, and I know that the Mayor
2

was also in that discussion as well too.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And no funding?

4

MS. OKUMA: At this point we said no funding. The

5

reason is because it will take a certain amount of time as

6

far as paperwork. We believe that we could take the

7 paperwork as far as needed through consultation with the
8

union, creation of the position, and certainly mindful of

9

the economic times that we're in. But we send -- we feel

10

that this is important at least to take this first step.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, any more

11
12

questions for Ms. Okuma at this time?

13

Seeing none, thank you, Cheryl, for being here.

14

MS. OKUMA: Thank you.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, at this time the Chair

16

is going to propose a motion to include in the wastewater

17

area. Increase one employee count for the wastewater area

18

in the Environmental Management Department. I need a

19

motion.

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Victorino.

22 Any second?
23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second by Member Nishiki. And

25 Members, any discussion? Member Mateo and followed by
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1 Member Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, just so we're

2
3

specific at it, instead of just adding just one EP or one

4

employee, perhaps because the request is specific we need to

5

recognize that specific I guess job title so we know exactly

6

what this position is we're recommending.

7
8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good point. Ms. Okuma, you got a
job description for this one here?

9

MS. OKUMA: Okay, it is classified as a

10 maintenance mechanic. The job title is a maintenance
11

mechanic.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maintenance mechanic.

13

MS. OKUMA: Yes.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Johnson.

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, I just wanted to

16
17
18
19
20

find out with regard to the actual balancing act.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: There's no funding involved in
this one here.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. So they're just - it's
not going to be funded.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Zero.

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I guess I did have one other

23

question for Ms. Okuma, but we're in the middle of a vote on something,

24

so I'll leave that for later.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Medeiros?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

2

Director Okuma, in this project as Council Chair Mateo was

3

inquiring, will this position be totally dedicated to Member

4

Nishiki's proposal?

5

MS. OKUMA: I think that the way we would do this

6 is this would be a position which would have that primary
7

function. If, if there is a need to -- if this position is

8

available and there's, you know, no other work at the moment

9 on the reclamation side, then we should be able to utilize
10

that in our maintenance mechanic pool. But the point being

11

their primary function will be on the reclamation system.

12

That will be their primary function.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:

13
14

They or this one

position?

15

MS. OKUMA: This one position.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And so if there's

17

a need within the Department division for this person, this

18

person, the first priority would be to reclamation?

19

MS. OKUMA: Correct. Yes.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Director.

21
22

Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more

23

discussion? The Chair is going to call for the question.

24

All in favor please say aye.

25

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion -- any noes? Seeing none,

2

motion is carried. Eight ayes, one excused, Member Kaho'ohalahala

3

VOTE:

AYES: Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros,

4

Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and

5

Chair Pontanilla.

6

NOES:

7

ABSTAIN: None.

8

ABSENT:

None.

9

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

10 MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

11
12
13

APPROVE.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Ms. Okuma, for being
here this morning.

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair?

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson?

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Could I ask her just a

17

brief question?

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

19

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: She may be able to answer

20

it and I don't want to have to have her called -- called

21

back.

22

Ms. Okuma, with regard to the 96 gallon trash

23

receptacles, those are really large, and I know that in some

24

areas you're going to pick up only once a week, and then in

25

other areas you'd be picking up twice a week.
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1

What my question is, because one of the things I

2 was looking at, there was actually a suggestion made by an
3 individual in The Maui News as to instead of adjusting your
4

budget, you know, in a way that I guess was increasing it,

5

so why don't you just pick up once a week?

6

And I just wanted to find out from you, for those

7

individuals who are currently receiving twice a week pickup,

8

is there a contractual obligation that you have to pick up

9 two times a week, or could you reduce the pickup, especially
10
11
12

for that size receptacle, to just once a week?
MS. OKUMA: Well, the ordinance, as I recall, says
once or twice a week pickup. And just to clarify, we are

13 doing twice a week pickup within the County of Maui, except
14

for Lana'i, and that's why Lana'i has the rates at half the

15

rates. That was actually, that was actually done by the

16

Council last year, as some of you may recall.

17

You know, I think that's a hard one. It seems

18 that the community wants this twice a week pickup. And, you
19

know, I'm not sure that I can give you a good answer on that

20 one. But obviously the reason why that twice a week pickup
21

occurred is because this is basically the foundation that

22

we're working off of to be able to look at curbside

23

recycling in the future, to be able to do alternate,

24

alternate pickups.

25

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
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1

MS. OKUMA: At any rate, that was the intent of

2 why the automated refuse program was set up the way it was.
3 Right now I can tell you, you know, it seems that people
4 would prefer that twice a week pickup. People here seem to
5 have that amount of garbage and trash that's there. So
6
7

again, I'm not sure I have a good answer for you.
I think if you're looking at smaller bins or

8

things like that, I don't know that our automated trucks

9

are, would be able to handle the smaller bins, you know. I

10 think we need to look at that, and we just bought new
11 automated vehicles. So that might be something else we
12
13

would need to consider as well too.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. I was thinking

14 because 96 gallons is pretty big, and what some of the
15 people do is the neighbors throw their trash in the one big
16

bin so it's getting picked up. You know, I guess what

17

you're saying is those get picked up twice a week.

18
19
20

MS. OKUMA: Those get picked up twice a week on
our automated routes, correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just throw it out there

21 because I know that we're doing supplemental transfers. And
22

I thought well, if we could reduce on the demand side and

23

just say look, rather than raise your fees, because

24

everybody bemoans that fact, we'll just reduce your trash

25 pickup to once a week, which would dramatically cut down on
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1 your expenses. That might conserve some of the funding that
2 would make it available for other things.
3

But I throw that out there, Mr. Chair, because you

4

know if you can't increase it, and that was a big objection.

5

MS. OKUMA: Well, can I just say I'm not sure how

6 much of a decrease it would be, because our fees,
7

residential fees, people think of it in terms of once or

8

twice a week pickup, but it's actually paying for a five day a

9

week operation. You know, it's not just the pickup, it's

10 the cost of labor to now have to maintain the vehicles or
11 maintain the carts or get them, you know, do the cart
12
13

distribution.
So please don't think that the fee is only for the

14 pickup. I mean we have a five day operation that's going
15

on. So I'm not sure how much you gain in terms of saving

16 money by reducing that, you know, one pickup.
17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and ...

18

MS. OKUMA: And the costs are the costs. Our

19
20

operational costs are what they are.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No, I understand that, but

21

I was thinking of gas, wear and tear on the vehicles, the

22

actual operation to physically go out. Sometimes it gets

23

stuck in traffic. I mean you add up all those things it

24

really, I think at least we should look at that at some

25

point, Mr. Chair, because if we -- if we have this
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1

unwillingness to say well, you know, we don't want to pay

2

more in our collection fees, and we're not including it as

3 part of our general, you know, taxation practice, then I
4

think we've got to look at ways.

5

But I thought this gentleman's suggestion was at

6

least looking at it in a little bit different way. And so I

7

just, you know, I thought I would ask to see if there was a

8 contractual requirement that would prohibit us from doing
9

that. So, but thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you,

10
11

Ms. Okuma. Member Medeiros?

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Mahalo,

13 Mr. Chairman. I wanted to follow up on Member Johnson's
14

question, because I had the same inquiry from constituents,

15 and many of them are seniors. They said they barely can
16

fill up the container once a week. And I think the

17 rationale would be -- and then they were concerned about
18

raising the fees. So I agree with Member Johnson, I think

19

if we can reduce it, because I'm sure people on Lana'i have

20 households just like us on Maui, and they make do with once
21
22

a week.
The theory behind the refuse collection, we a long

23 time ago when I started with the County, we were at eight
24

containers, 32 gallon containers, and then we reduced down

25

to six. We were trying to reduce down, reduce down, so that
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1 we would divert more from going to the landfill, but we've
2

gotten stuck at six containers. 96 gallons equals three 32

3

gallon containers, and that's what's allowed by the County

4

before the big containers.

5
6

So I think if consideration is given to go to a
one-time, once a week, you certainly are going to reduce

7 your cost on equipment and personnel. And you are going to
8

reduce the cost to our taxpayers that find it difficult

9

during this kind of times, especially people on fixed

10

incomes, retirees, seniors, that they pay for twice a week

11

but they don't even fill the container for once a week.

12

I know we have some large households around the

13 County that may require that but, you know, in your planning
14

if you can consider if there's a way to make it available

15

for once a week, I think that would be helpful. I know that

16 would present a very difficult enforcement and billing
17

process, but I think you should consider that, because

18 people are saying, you know, we only need it once a week,
19 and that would be, you know, we won't have to pay that twice
20

a week. But that's for your consideration. If you have any

21

comments on that, I'd like to hear them.

22
23

MS. OKUMA: Well, I guess, you know, a lot of this
can be, we can think about these things, and especially as

24 we look at what we're going to do with respect to the
25

Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan, which the Council
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1

does support, or has indicated support for. And I'd like to

2

ask that we look at this not just as a piecemeal kind of

3

thing, not just as one component or one issue or one item.

4

I think we need to consider it in the overall plan as we

5 move forward going out. What's that going to cost? What can
6
7

we do?
Because you're right, what we're really talking

8 about is trying to reduce the amount of waste that goes into
9

the landfill. That is all of our mission. And how we do

10

that, well, that -- there's a lot of room for discussion

11

there. So we can consider these things as we look at our

12

overall plan.

13

But I guess my, if I may just suggest, we'd like

14

to do this in a global basis, global look, rather than just

15

a piecemeal kind of, you know, we're going to do this, we're

16

going to do that. It's got to make sense in the overall

17

scheme of things.

18
19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And I think this,
you know, that consideration does two things. It diverts

20 more from the landfill and it reduces wear and tear not only
21 on the equipment and the men, but on the bins that we've
22 been hearing of breaking down. If you pick up them less,
23 half as much, they should last longer than picking them up
24

twice as much. So thank you for your consideration,

25

Director. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
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1
2
3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
questions for Ms. Okuma?
Just a fast comment. Hopefully, the study looks at

4

universal pickup. It's one area that probably can reduce

5

the, you know, the Supplemental from the General Fund. It

6 would be included in the General Fund and there's, you know,
7

wouldn't be any more discussion as far as any transfers away

8

from the General Fund to Environmental Management. Do you

9 want to comment?
10

MS. OKUMA: Yes. The plan does take a look at the

11

universal and also comes up with various scenarios in terms

12

of how that funding is going to be taken care of. Because

13

of course if General Funds is not available, then we're going

14

to need to look at other sources of funding, which is why we

15 would bring this discussion to you. That is probably
16
17

everybody's struggle.
I can tell you that Honolulu right now is looking

18

at as well also they have that same exact issue on their

19

residential side. Their landfill side they don't seem to

20 have that issue because Hpower is a huge revenue generating
21

stream for them. So that part of their operation seems to

22

be self-sufficient. It's the residential portion that is

23

not, even to this day, and that's what they are also

24

grappling with, just as you are.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
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1

questions for Ms. Okuma? Otherwise, the Chair is going to

2

dismiss her. Thank you for being here this morning.

3
4

The other proviso that Mr. Nishiki had relates to
the Affordable Housing Fund.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chairman, I think

6

it's on 51, page 51 of your new Exhibit 1. And I'll make

7

the motion first and then my -- have discussion. I'd like

8

to add a proviso that says, Providing, that $6 million shall

9 be used only for the purchase of land to be used for
10

affordable housing.

11
12
13
14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second for discussion
purposes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Moved by Member
Nishiki, second by Member Victorino. Members, discussion.

15

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Mr. Chairman?

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Nishiki.

17

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And I guess I should say

18 that we all know that there is an affordable housing
19

shortage in Maui County. This proposal is intended to

20

address this issue. The most frequent comment heard from

21

those stating that affordable housing cannot be dealt is the

22 high cost of land and associated improvements. By directing
23 the remaining funds in the Affordable Housing Fund towards
24

the purchase for land, affordable housing in Maui County,

25 the County could take an immediate step towards overcoming
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1
2

this obstacle.
Committing these funds to the purchase of land

3

for affordable housing also avoids the challenges of

4

deciding such funds to all intentioned but misguided initial

5

funding projects proposed but not likely to be completed in

6

the near future.

7

What I'm talking about is I'm not against it, but

8 we've seen proposals come in where we give initially a
9 million dollars, but then when we look at how they're going
10

to get, you know, the funding, they're looking at grants,

11

they're looking at all kinds of ways in which they can get

12

the funding. But for directing the money into the purchase

13 of land I just feel that we can attain the housing much
14
15
16

quicker and probably build more. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Chair want to provide
some comments. I understand that presently we do have six

17 projects that were reviewed and evaluated by the selection
18

committee. And Members, you have this correspondence dated

19 April 13th, 2009 from the Housing and Human Concerns
20
21

Director, Ms. Tsuhako.
And Member Nishiki, you know, I agree with you,

22 but I don't agree with you on the amount. And the reason
23 why I tell you this is that because of the six projects that
24 we have in this review and evaluation by the selection
25 committee, one of them is the County of Maui Waiale
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1

Affordable Housing Project. This is the project that is

2 going to develop, the County is going to provide affordable
3 housing on the 40, 40 acres of land that was provided for
4
5
6

the County some time back.
So part of the $6 million that you want to, you
know, utilize for just purchased land would affect that

7 particular project. It would leave no monies for moving
8

forward on the design of the project. So I want to provide

9 you that comments before the Chair provides the
10

recommendation. Member Medeiros followed by Member Molina.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. I

12 think Member Nishiki has a good intent and a good purpose
13

for what he's doing. But I agree with you, Mr. Chairman, I

14

too, you know, am looking to provide some housing. And I

15 think now that you mention about the other projects, yeah,
16

it's going to be difficult to set a specific dollar amount

17

for this. And I would take your recommendation in guiding

18

us on this one. Thank you.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Molina?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much,

21 Mr. Chairman. And for those Members who recall when the
22 Affordable Housing Initiative was passed onto the electorate
23

as a Charter amendment, the intent was to, well, not only

24

the purchase of land but also for projects that would help

25 the gap group. And as we have seen thus far, there have
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1 been no proposals, according to the Department, for those in the gap
2 group. And I can support the concept of purchasing land where we could
3

in the future establish, you know, projects that will serve the gap

4

group, the people in the 81 percent up to 120, 130 and so forth.

5

For the Members' information, the Affordable

6

Housing Fund will sunset in 2011 -- and I don't know if

7

Director Pablo can confirm that for me -- so it will sunset.

8 And if I could ask the Director Pablo, what was the revenue
9
10
11
12
13
14

generated, tax revenue for this fund for this fiscal year? I know
it's set at 2 percent of the total real property tax revenue.
MR. PABLO: Maybe Staff can help us. I think it was in
the neighborhood of 4.7 million.
MS. REVELS: Yes, Mr. Chair, it's on page 7 of the
exhibit passed out today, and the total is $4,639,147.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And of course next

18

year it will probably be less, based on the projected

19

revenue shortfall. So I would -- initially I was in support

20

of going 6 million, but based on the provisos that we see

21 here before us, I'm ready to accept the recommendation from
22

you as well Mr. Chairman, maybe something in the 2 to $3

23 million range instead of 6, because I would be concerned
24

that if we totally locked ourselves in to just only land

25 purchases we may be, with unintended consequences, be
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1

cutting our own throats when it comes to looking at other

2 potentially viable housing projects in our community,
3
4

Mr. Chairman.
So that is where my point where I'm standing on

5

this issue, Mr. Chairman. So I don't want to lock ourselves

6

totally only to land purchases. And right now just the fact

7

that, you know, looking at land right now, this would

8 be an ideal time to get land at a reasonable price from,
9

especially from, you know, our large landowners out there.

10 And I would encourage the Administration to go out there and
11

look in that direction as well. Thank you, Chairman.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Johnson followed by

15 Member Victorino.
16
17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, this is one of the
areas where I think I would really like to see not only land

18 purchase but land lease. We can enter into long-term leases
19

for a substantial number of years and frankly, I think we

20

can dramatically increase the acreage that we have if you do

21

a lease on a long-term basis. And that's where I really

22

don't want to see it all tied up in one area, because I

23 think by leasing land and then making it available for
24

construction, similar to Hawaiian Homes model but not

25

restricting it to, you know, people just of any specific
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1

descendant, I think that's really important.

2

So I'm looking at leases too, Mr. Chair, because I

3 think we can get a lot more for the same dollars that we
4

would be doing in outright purchase. And not to say there's

5 anything wrong with purchase but, you know, if we have these
6

agreements, I think we really should look at doing that.

7

Thank you.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Victorino.

9

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And

10

I can support Member Nishiki's ideas in wanting to purchase

11

land, because like all of us know, if you own the land you

12

have the land, you can do anything later on. Without it, it

13 makes it virtually impossible. However, I agreed with you
14

that if we lock ourselves in a certain specific amount, then

15 we tie ourselves from what may be potentially well deserving
16 project that could get housing or living facilities built in
17
18

a more expedient time. So I'm torn with that.
To speak towards leasing, I do not want to put the

19 County in the position like what's happening in Oahu with
20 Kamehameha Schools and the Bishop Trust. That being things
21

were done 25, 50 years ago and now they can't buy, you got

22

trust that won't sell to you, or will sell to you at the

23

current market prices, and that puts people at risk. I will

24

not put people in the future at risk. I disagree on that,

25 that part, and I will not support something of that
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1

nature. Not to put people in the future, because none of us

2

know what the future holds, but if you own it and it stays

3

in perpetuity, you know that's ours and it cannot change

4

in that respect.

5

Lease -- 99 years. And you're talking Hawaiian

6 Homes which never can change. Those lands must stay with
7

Hawaiian Homes. It's a whole different story in that

8

respect. And I would not support something of that nature.

9 But I would support buying of land if you want to set a
10

percentage, a certain dollar, but 6 million seems an awful

11

lot when we are looking at the down turning of all our

12

incomes, especially real property. So I can support

13

something of this nature, I would support your

14

recommendation at this time, and look at it more carefully.

15

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa.

17

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you, Chair.

18

First of all, I want to say that I am totally in support of

19 what Member Nishiki is trying to do. I think the intent of
20

what he's trying to do is wonderful. He's saying okay,

21

let's buy some land and let's build some houses, and that's

22

very wonderful.

23

I think the issue we have here is timing. And

24

when we were talking about this earlier, I was totally in

25

support, and that was before we got this new number this
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1 morning, which was very sobering. You know, having $6
2 million in the fund, if we commit all of it, it takes away
3

all of our options. I would be open maybe to some of it,

4

but not all of it.

5
6

And, you know, as an alternative, everybody is
saying well, if we had land we could build. We have land.

7 And I think as an alternative what we ought to do is push to
8

get that 50 acres taken care of and let's build some houses.

9

So, you know, we have some land. And particularly in these

10

austere times where we have so little money to use as, you

11

know, emergency things come up or opportunities come up. I

12

think this is just a question of timing. But the idea is a

13

very good one. Thank you.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

15

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. I

Thank you. Member Mateo.

16

guess Mr. Nishiki's initial recommendation of 6 million is

17

one that is part of a discussion that had been had, you

18

know, many months ago. And I think, if anything, it

19 provides notice to the Department that this is a direction
20

that they must include in their future planning.

21

Unfortunately, the Department has been stuck in the box.

22

They've been stuck in the box of trying to look at primarily

23

helping those, that I guess income bracket that is really,

24

you know, a bracket of need, which is the 80 percent and

25

below.
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1

But there is the other bracket, which is the 81

2 percent up to, and this Council recognized the higher income
3 brackets, and that particular segment is rarely
4 accommodated. The purpose and the intent of the funds was
5 primarily to address those specific needs that we are not.
6

So this whole concept of applying monies to

7 purchase land does have a lot of merit in it because if we
8

can, we can absorb the initial hit of land acquisition, as

9 well as providing additional funds for the infrastructure of
10

addressing the need of the lands, then by all means we are

11

now able to talk affordable housing, as being experienced

12

through the 40 acres that we're currently dealing with right

13

now.

14
15

So, you know, I really support the concept of land
acquisition through these means. At this point, because

16 there are projects already moving, I would not want to see
17

them stopped, especially the 40 acres that this body

18

negotiated effort, effortlessly with the current landowner.

19

So, you know, I would really look at a lesser amount that we

20

can more or less kind of earmark specifically for that

21

particular need. Thank you, Chairman.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chairman Mateo. The Chair

23

has a question. Since you're the founder of the Affordable

24

Housing Policy -- or maybe this should go to Member Molina,

25

the question. I don't think there's any restrictions in
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1

regards to the ordinance itself barring the County from purchasing land.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: We could?

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. So that is correct,

5

Mr. Chairman. As a matter of fact, it states in the ordinance

6

"land purchase," so it's already there in the ordinance.

7

This proviso I guess sort of enhances that, enhances what's

8

already in the ordinance. But so it's there already as it

9

is. And what we're I guess considering today is basically

10

the amount for land purchase. But it, the ordinance does

11

allow for land purchase using these funds. So what we're

12 here today is to consider whether we want to do the full
13

what's left in the fund, 6 million, or a portion thereof.

14

So you are, you are correct with that, Mr. Chairman.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And I agree with

16 Member, Chairman Mateo in regards to the projects that we've
17

seen so far are basically providing for the 80 percent below

18 median income and none I think -- correct me if I am wrong -- anything
19
20

between 81 and 140 percent, the so-called gap group. So -- Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I was just

21

listening to my fellow Members as we were looking at the

22

direction of what we want to use the monies for. And I can

23 only hope, Danny, as we had a meeting with the Housing
24 Department at one point in this meeting we mentioned land
25

purchase. And to their surprise they said, "Oh, wow, I
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1 never knew you guys were thinking about land purchase."
2
3

So it is a testament that this Council wants to
set direction for the use of this land, for the use of this

4 money, and I am looking towards asking you as the Budget
5 Chair and what you think you need for Waiale, and to give us
6 perhaps an amount. Thank you.
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Nishiki.

8 Let me see. Let me pull a number from the sky. Member
9 Nishiki, I really don't know what the cost would be to
10 provide the infrastructure at this time for the Waiale
11

Affordable Housing Project. When this project first came

12 about, you know, the Budget and Finance Committee Chairman
13 at the time spoke highly of the project and the utilization
14

of at least 2 percent Affordable Housing Funds that we

15

receive until 2011. Right now it's still in the planning

16

stage. But, you know, as far as the cost, I really don't

17

know.

18

But, you know, I like the idea of the County

19 moving forward with this type of money to go, you know,
20

start planning in purchasing land. You know, Maui Land & Pine

21

just sold a lot of land to various people, you know. And,

22

you know, I always tell myself, you know, how come we don't

23 get into those kind of deals when they sell off land. Maybe
24

they should approach the County, not only Maui Land & Pine,

25 but also the big property owners. Approach the
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1

County, you know, we want to purchase land for affordable

2

housing projects. So I like the idea, Member Nishiki, but I

3

don't like the amount. ...(Laughter)... But we'll come back to

4

that later. Member Molina?

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

6 So now are you opening the floor up now for a possible
7 amendment to the motion made by Mr. Nishiki with regards to
8
9
10
11

the dollar amount?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. Before you start -- we go
into that, I'd like to call on Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Yeah, I

12 would like to add to the comments I made earlier that indeed
13

I think Member Nishiki's idea is a good idea. We need land

14

in order to build affordable housing. But my concern about

15

the amount and if we amend it is that, you know, I'm also

16

requesting a proviso on that same funding for senior

17

affordable housing in Hana. And I think we have a good

18 project in that we have a donation of land that won't cost
19
20
21

the County to purchase land.
We -- this Council also funded 50,000 for a
feasibility study, and the consultant did the study. And it

22 was an in-depth study because we directed them as far as
23

Hana, you know, the studies there are a little different and

24

the contact is a little different. So the consultant had

25

community meetings, one-on-one interviews with seniors, they
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1

did surveys and questionnaires, and at the completion of the

2

feasibility study it was indicated that there is a need.

3

So the money that I'm going to ask for through a

4 proviso in this fund, we have a specific use that will
5

include the planning consultant, the surveyors, the

6

architect, the legal site control, environmental consultant,

7

and the engineer for the preliminary engineering report. So

8

we, we don't have a virtual project, something that we don't

9

see, ours is tangible already, we can see it. We see the

10

land, we can touch the land, and we have moved on this. So

11

I just ask Member Nishiki on the amount he has requested

12 that some change in that amount would allow us to have some
13 money to continue the affordable housing.
14

And I think one of our priorities here, as had

15 been mentioned by the other Members, is that we're trying to
16 provide more units for affordable housing. And the more we
17

can produce then the less we have on the inventory of need.

18 So we know that we are moving well on this and are
19 progressing well, and we want to continue that momentum.
20

So yeah, I ask Member Nishiki if he can reconsider

21 the amount so that he can still have money to purchase land,
22 but also allow us that have started affordable housing
23 projects some funding to continue that progress. Thank you,
24
25

Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Medeiros.
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1

The Chair was looking at about a million dollars. Member Johnson?

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and one of the things,

3

don't forget, if you look at traditional leases, it's how you structure

4

a lease. You can do a lease with option to buy, you know, but it's

5 what you want to secure right now as important lands. So, you
6

know, just don't throw out ideas because they seem not to fit a

7

traditional mold. There, there's any possibility that you want, you

8 just can't limit your thinking. Thank you.
9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. I

11 will go ahead and propose an amendment. And upon hearing
12

your consideration I had initially planned on amending the

13 amount from 6 million down to 3. Now hearing your
14

recommendation at 1, so I'm going to propose an amendment

15 that will hopefully be viewed as a compromise. I move that
16 the amount of 6 million be amended to $2 million for land
17 purchase using the Affordable Housing Fund.
18

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Second.

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Molina, second

22 by Member Nishiki. Members, any more discussion?
23
24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair, I realize this
is a compromise a somewhat modest, yet I think an amount

25 that is enough for us to get going in that direction and
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1 encouraging the Administration to go seek out a lot of these
2

landowners who I'm sure have a lot of low yield agricultural

3 lands that could now be used for the purpose of affordable
4

housing, especially to serve those in the gap group. Thank you.

5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any more
discussion, Members?

7
8

Seeing none, all in favor of the motion please say
aye.

9

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Seeing none, motion is

11

carried Seven ayes; two excused, Member Kaho'ohalahala and Member

12

Medeiros.

13
14

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Molina,

15

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

16

Pontanilla.

17

NOES:

18

ABSTAIN: None.

19

ABSENT:

None.

20

EXC:

Councilmembers Kaho'ohalahala and Medeiros.

None.

21 MOTION CARRIED.
22
23

ACTION:

APPROVE amendment to main motion.

24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, the Chair is going to
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1

take our mid-morning lunch or break.
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair? Mr. Chair, I'm sorry, can

2

3 we vote on the main motion before we release?
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry. Coming back to the

5 main motion as amended, all in favor of the main motion as
6 amended please signify by saying aye.
7

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Seeing none, motion is

9 carried. Eight ayes; one excused, Member Kaho'ohalahala.
10

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros,

11

Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and

12

Chair Pontanilla.

13

NOES:

14

ABSTAIN: None.

15

ABSENT:

None.

16

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

17 MOTION CARRIED.
18

ACTION:

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, we're going to take

APPROVE main motion as amended.

20

our lunch break at this time and we will reconvene at 1:30.

21

This meeting is in recess until 1:30. ...(gavel)...

22

RECESS:

11:58 a.m.

23

RECONVENE:

1:41 p.m.

24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA. ...(gavel)... The Budget and
Finance Committee meeting is now in session. Members, when
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1

we left off we were with provisos. I was recently sent a

2 Affordable Housing Fund plan recommendation for fiscal year
3

2010. And the recommendation again, as noted on the letter

4

sent by Ms. Tsuhako on April 13 regarding six projects that

5 were already reviewed and evaluation by the selection
6

committee. They are the Helani Gardens Self-Help Project,

7

construction of Hale Maunaloa, Imi Ikena Apartments, Mokuhau

8 Apartments Project, Deed Restricted Buy-Back Revolving
9
10
11

Interim Loan Fund Program, and the County of Maui Waiale
Affordable Housing Project.
The Chair would like to ask Corporation Counsel in

12

regards to the Affordable Housing Ordinance which require

13

Council's approval on a -- on resolutions. By having all

14

of the projects named, which hasn't gone to Committee as

15

yet, and the action that we took, 2 percent for land

16 purchase, how will these projects affect, although they
17

weren't approved by this body yet, affect the $2 million

18 that we already removed or proviso'd for this fund to be
19
20

utilized for land purchase.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, assuming that

21

there is enough money in the fund for all the projects,

22

including the $2 million that was set aside for land

23 purchase, there shouldn't be any affect on any of the
24 projects that are set forth as provisos under the affordable
25 housing fund section of the budget ordinance.
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1

I had suggested to staff that if you look at the

2

language that we have in place for the open, Open Space

3

Fund, you will see that there are several land acquisitions

4

that are specified, and they're all made subject to the

5 provisions of the Open Space Fund ordinance.
6

So my suggestion would be for those projects that

7 have not yet gone through Council process for resolution
8

approval, that they may be subject to the Chapter 3.35

9 Affordable Housing Fund, and that way it's clear that those
10
11
12
13
14

projects still have to go through that process.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any
questions for Corporation Counsel?
If not, okay, we'll continue on. Let's see. Okay,
Members, I'm going to go left to right because there's a lot

15 of recommendations that being made -- are being made for
16 provisos. So we will take Member Molina at this time.
17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much,

18

Mr. Chairman. And for the Committee Members' information, I

19

have about 10 provisos. No, I'm just kidding, less than

20

that. As a matter of fact, I'm going to not do one of the

21 provisos that I submitted, which has to do with the Plastic
22

Bag Reduction Bill. Upon conferring with the Director, the

23

proviso reads basically a set aside of 100,000 for the

24

Plastic Bag Bill education. But talking to the Director,

25

she mentioned 25,000 would be sufficient. And then just
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1 this morning I found out from the Budget Committee Staff,
2 Mr. Taguchi, the source of funding was going to come from
3 the County grant subsidy, which is in your budget details
4

5-56 under Solid Waste.

5

I was informed that the 175,000 that is in that

6

fund was adjusted, and which was done in part to balance the

7

budget on Friday night. So now there's zero balance left in

8

that account. So being that there's no money in there, I

9 also spoke with Office of Economic Development Coordinator
10

Deidre Tegarden, and she mention that they could assist the

11

Solid Waste Division or shall we say Environmental

12 Management to come up with funds for the education and
13 promotion of the Plastic Bag Reduction Bill.
14

So Mr. Chair, I don't see it necessary to put in a

15 proviso for that, so I will withdraw consideration of that
16
17

proviso.
The other proviso I have -- Mr. Chairman, so are

18 you just going to do one proviso at a time and then come back around?
19
20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, and then we'll come back to
you. Member Baisa?

21

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No. Thank you, Chair.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson?

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and I think right now

24

the one proviso that I have, Members, it's just, it's a very

25

general one but it's one that I've been talking about for
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1

such a long while. And this does not have to cost a lot of

2 money. I'm -- my proviso would be added to the funding for
3 Maui Visitors Bureau. That Maui Visitor Bureau conduct a
4

study by July 1st, 2010 in cooperation with the Economic

5 Development Agriculture Recreation Committee to analyze the
6

impacts, both good and bad, of the visitor industry, and

7

identify mitigating measures to address any concerns.

8

So that was my proviso, and I'm more than happy to

9 work with the Visitors Bureau so that we can get some of the
10

answers, hopefully maybe even possibly work with Project

11

East in doing that.

12

But I made it very generic because I think that

13

for many people in the public some of the issues that I've

14

raised, some of the issues that I raised with Ms. Okuma last

15 year, and certainly Member Kaho'ohalahala has raised some
16

issues, I think it's helpful for us to know what we're

17

doing. I certainly don't see that this has to cost a lot of

18 money. It might be just something along the lines of even
19
20
21

shadowing a certain type of tourist.
So, Mr. Chair, do you want me to make that in the
form of a motion?

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, if you could.

23

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, sure. I move to add

24

a proviso to the Maui Visitor Bureau funding that states,

25 Provided, that the Maui Visitor Bureau conduct a study by
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1

July 1st, 2010 in cooperation with the Economic Development

2 Agriculture Recreation Committee to analyze the impacts,
3 both good and bad, of the visitor industry and identify
4
5
6

mitigating measures to address any concerns.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Motion being made,
any second?

7

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Second for discussion.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second by Member Mateo.

9
10

Discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, the only reason

11

I'm making this is because the questions are asked time

12

after time after time. And I think that it's only fair to

13

the visitor industry, as well as the general public, that we

14

at least address some of the issues that have been raised.

15 It may be that some of the concerns that have been raised
16

are without merit. So that is one of the things that I hope

17

to work with in my committee.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you. I see Ms. Vencl

19 here. If she could come up to the podium and comment.
20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No objections.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No objections.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

24

MS. VENCL: Aloha, Mr. Chairman, Committee Memebers.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

No objections?

Thank you.

Member, Member Johnson is
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1 recommending a proviso that you work with her committee in
2

regards to analyzing impacts, good and bad, of the visitor

3

industry, and identify mitigating measures to address any

4 concerns. Do you have any comments or do you have any
5 problems working with the committee in regards to what is
6
7
8

being proviso'd?
MS. VENCL: Certainly I have no problem in working
with Ms. Johnson's committee. Many times throughout the

9 years I have wished for an opportunity to address this body
10 through a committee on an agenda where I would have time,
11

rather than just at budget time when everybody's in a crunch

12 and wondering what to do next and where to go and who to
13

support. I would love the opportunity. I often send you

14

folks invitations to place -- to meetings that we have, and

15 probably due to your schedules that's not available.
16
17

So I'm happy to work with the committee. I'm not
exactly sure what the shadowing thing is about a visitor,

18 but I'm certainly willing to work with Ms. Johnson and try
19

to come up with questions. Obviously, we want concerns

20

answered. I have concerns. I talk to people every day

21

about impacts, about visitor experiences, all kinds of

22

things. So if those are the kinds of things that we want to

23

talk about, educate ourselves about, I'm more than happy to

24

step up, and be pleased to do so.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you.
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much,
Teryl, I really appreciate it, because those are the kinds

3 of things I think just a cooperative thing. And this way we
4

can't get out of doing it, we have to come together and the

5

committee has to work with you. So if -- if we can do

6

that, I, I'm very grateful that you're willing to at least

7

try and answer some of the questions. I really appreciate

8

it.

9
10
11
12
13

MS. VENCL: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for
Ms. Vencl? Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. Good
afternoon, Ms. Vencl.

14

MS. VENCL: Hi.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you for your comments

16

and also to your service to our community. I know you've

17

served on many, many task forces. And being that you deal

18 with the hospitality and visitor industry, you are certainly
19
20

someone that's credible in that area.
The proviso that Member Johnson is proposing, and

21

again, states Provided, that the Maui Visitor Bureau conduct

22

a study, and the word "study" can be interpreted in many

23

ways, especially in terms of cost. My understanding is you

24

do, you report to the Office of Economic Development as a

25

recipient of County, County monies. Can you tell us your
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1

interpretation of what "study" may mean in terms of cost?

2

MS. VENCL: Well, originally when I heard about

3 the possibility of a study, of course that to me meant
4

spending some, some dollars, some sizeable dollars,

5 actually, from what I know about studies, to go try find out
6 whatever the questions are that are being asked.
7
8

As I listened to Ms. Johnson's explanation of
that, I don't quite see a study, "study" being

9 the issue or being what is proposed. What I hear being
10

proposed is working together, educating, learning the facts,

11

looking at both sides of stories, and see what it is that

12 we can do to make it better for this community, not just for
13
14
15

the industry.
Because, you know, sometimes people think that
we're just, we, MVB, are just all about promotion and

16 marketing, and frankly, we are not. We are every bit as
17 much about this community in a lot of different ways that
18 people don't even know about, as we are promotion and
19 marketing. We care about whether or not people have jobs,
20 we care about our community and how things work or don't
21

work in our community, and that's why I've spent 20 years

22 trying to do that in some way or another through this body,
23 more times than not.
24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you for your
comments. So in terms of dollars and cents, Member
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1 Johnson has stated something that would be -- cost very
2

little. What is very little for you in terms of a study or

3

a report? Because and I bring that up Mr. Chairman, we've

4

already cut this organization by half a million dollars,

5

therefore, there's more challenges for this organization to

6 deal with marketing and promoting Maui County for all of our
7

three islands.
So if, you know, if we do impose a significant

8
9

cost to this study, then it could be setting precedent where

10 we may now have to ask the same of all of our other
11

recipients of County dollars throughout Maui County, if

12

we're going to be fair, you know, the MEO's, the MEDB's and

13

everybody else. So I just want to make sure that if this is

14

something inexpensive that we find out what is inexpensive.

15 And if this is just a study or a report and so forth. So
16

that's why I'm making my inquiries, just to be fair,

17

Mr. Chair.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Before you answer

19

that, the Chair has a question in regards to your

20

semi-annual report.

21

MS. VENCL: Um-hmm.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: To the people that support the

23

visitors industry.

24

MS. VENCL: Um-hmm.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If that could dovetail the
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1 type of information that Member Johnson requested, because I
2 think both goes hand-in-hand in regards to what is being
3

asked this afternoon.

4

MS. VENCL: I think that we probably already have

5 a lot of data that maybe is not known. So I guess before we
6 would spend anything I would hope that we would educate
7

ourselves, as I mentioned earlier, both sides, so that

8 people know what it is that we do.
9

I would be happy -- you know, we do a report every

10 quarter for the Office of Economic Development that gives
11 measurements, gives everything that we do. And I should
12

think that -- and I don't know if that gets circulated to

13

you. I'm more than happy to do that. But I think that

14

tells a story that never gets told, even during budget time,

15

sometimes.

16

So I guess I'm maybe I'm not clear that there's

17

going to be -- we're going to ask for some dollars out of

18

the MVB budget to do this. My preference would be, if

19 that's the case, that we look at everything that we have
20 now, and we build on that and we begin to talk to each other
21 and share with each other everything that we have, before we
22 go and pay someone else to come in and maybe find out the
23

same kind of things. That would be my preference.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair, yeah,
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1

if I could just make ...

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: First, I just want to

4

thank Ms. Vencl for her comments. And if we're going to

5

conduct a full-on study about the industry, then maybe we

6

should look at the direction of the Planning Department.

7

They've told us before they have all kinds of information

8

on everything from here to Timbuktu. So we can go in that

9 direction.Maybe partner with the University of Hawaii, I
10

guess their hospitality. I guess we had a professor, Dr.

11

Toy, that came down here as part of I think it was Member

12

Johnson's committee as one of the panelists recently. So

13

there may be other ways that we can all this information

14

that's needed with regards to the visitor industry. Thank

15

you.

16
17
18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I thought I saw a
hand over here. No? Member Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and maybe, Terryl,

19

maybe the way I should phrase it is provided that Maui

20

Visitor Bureau assist in conducting an analysis or study,

21

you know, because I don't mean that you've got to go out or

22

the Council has to go out and hire somebody.

23

I'd actually like to work with Project East, take

24

some of the data that's already been gathered and collate it

25

and put it together so that everybody's issues or
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1

everybody's concerns if there's, you know, like you heard

2 Ms. Okuma, or me questioning Ms. Okuma the other day, what
3 does the average tourist actually use in terms of disposable
4

things? How much waste are we importing? That's my idea of

5

kind of shadowing a tourist and just kind of saying, well,

6 maybe you could get a few tourists to fill out just a simple
7
8
9

survey form.
So I'm looking for something that is not
expensive, because most studies that I've seen, they cost

10

way too much money and they just sit on somebody's shelf. I

11

want something that's practical and that's workable and

12

that's realistic. And so that's why I'm not putting a

13 dollar amount with it, because I basically want to get away
14
15
16
17
18

with this on the cheap.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
questions? Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, thank you. And I
thank you, Ms. Vencl, again, for your comments and your

19 willingness to work with that committee, and any of the
20 committees that may come forward with some questions about
21

the visitor industry.

22

I guess the concern I had, Mr. Chair, and because

23

there's no dollar figure and there's nothing here that says

24

what the parameters are, and we're kind of just throwing it

25

out there, and I don't like that right off the bat because
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1 we have no idea what are we looking for. What are we looking
2

for? Ms. Johnson has great ideas, but nothing specific.

3 Good and bad impacts, what does that mean, water? And I'd
4

like to know that. That should come through my committee.

5

I don't want to get into that.
But what I'm saying is I don't like this the way

6
7

it's set up because there is no definitive parameters or any

8

kind of -- it says "study" and what's the study? Mr. Molina

9 has brought up some great ideas, we have many, many groups
10 out there that do many types of studies in the visitor
11
12

industry.
So why not bring all that before we spend any more

13 money on any other studies. I would like to see it said
14 that we do all the research or whatever with available
15 information from planning, from whomever, and then from that
16

point, hey, if we need more, then fine. Ms. Johnson and her

17

committee can go find money to do that, or have Ms. Vencl

18 and them work on finding some money. But a study leaves it
19 broad and ambiguous, and I don't particularly like just the
20

way it is. I want the impacts, I like to know the, the, what it

21

-- how it affects our people here in the County of Maui, but I

22

think we need more specific, and that's my question.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. And

24

what Member Johnson is asking, and I heard Ms. Vencl is

25

agreeing, is to working together to find out the impacts,
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1

good or bad, about the visitors industry in this community.

2

And as far as dollars, I don't hear any amount that's being

3

thrown out at this moment. Basically, it's only a study.

4 Not a study, but -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: It's a study.

5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: --an analysis.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Analysis.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, to assist us in an

9
10
11
12

analysis in regards to visitors industry. So it's not a
study. Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair.
I'm wondering if we could not achieve what we're trying to

13 do by maybe taking a different tack. We have heard from
14 Ms. Vencl that she's required to do a detailed quarterly report
15 every quarter. And now that we have a committee that is
16

really dedicated to this and a chair that's very interested

17

in this, might it be an alternative that every quarter this

18

report would be reviewed by the committee, and a discussion

19 held as to what's going on and possible ways to deal with
20 anything negative and to, you know, maybe replicate anything
21
22

that's positive.
I myself am a little, I'm a little -- I'm not too

23 anxious to do more studies. I think we have too many
24

studies sitting around on shelves, and I don't know how much

25

good they're doing us. But I think a good open discussion
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1

of facts and figures and information that apparently

2 Ms. Vencl has available might be very productive.
3

Because, you know, we have a tendency to get very

4 excited about these things every year when we are in budget.
5 And we always say oh, you know, it's not worth the money or
6

it's too much or too little or whatever, and then we put it

7

away and we don't think about it again until Ms. Vencl is

8

sitting here again, you know, we're trying to deal with

9

funding her. But I think if we discipline ourselves to look

10 at this on a regular basis we may be much readier to deal
11 with budget when it happens, have a better understanding of
12

exactly what she's doing and how she's doing it, and the

13

impacts of it.

14
15

So as an alternative, I think that might work, and
it wouldn't cost us anything. And I know we're on this

16 tight budget and I don't know if I want to see any more
17

money wasted on studies.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Amen to that,

18

19 Member Baisa. The Chair has been advocating that
20

committee chairperson do just that. And yeah, the Economics and

21 the EAR Committee, basically you do have economic
22

development also included in your committee. So perfect

23

fit.

24
25

Members, any more questions for Ms. Vencl at this
time? Seeing none, thank you very much.
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1

MS. VENCL: Can I ask a question?

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Sure.

3

MS. VENCL: So did, just so I know, did we end up

4

with Gladys' alternative, is that what I'm doing?

5

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: We still have to vote.

6

MS. VENCL: Oh, you have to vote, I'm sorry,

7
8

excuse me. I didn't mean to get ahead of yourselves.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Members, any

9 more discussion? Member Johnson?
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just for my last and final

11 thing, if you want to change the wording to leave out the
12

word "study" and to say, Maui Visitor Bureau assist in

13

engaging in an analysis in cooperation with our committee.

14

The only reason, Members, that I want to put this down is

15 every year we go through budget and then we ask the same
16

questions all over again. So this way it will be a little

17

reminder that your committee is going to do the work. And I

18

don't envision it costing a whole heck of a lot of money.

19

Because, as Ms. Vencl said, she's got the information there

20

but it's not in a usable format that's going to be

21

meaningful to all of you. And I'm trying my best to just

22 give you the information so that you can make intelligent
23
24
25

decisions. And I make that commitment.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Because you stated
the motion, right over here.
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Should I make an amendment
to the motion?

3
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, I don't know. Not I
don't know. The Chair would like to recommend that

5 Ms. Johnson work with Staff to get the proper language in
6

regards to the proviso. She's intending to remove "conduct

7

a study," in place, "assist in an analysis in cooperation with

8

the ER, EAR committee." Someone -COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, I can make, you

9
10

know, I mean because I don't want to belabor anything. What

11

I'm going to do is, Mr. Chair, I move to amend that the

12

provision read that, Maui Visitor Bureau assist in

13

conducting an analysis of the visitor industry by July 1st,

14

2010 in cooperation with the EAR committee analyzing the

15

impacts, good and bad, of the visitor industry and

16

identifying mitigating measures to address any concerns.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, I need a

17
18

second.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I can second that.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second by Member Victorino.

21

Members, any more discussion?

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair?

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Sorry to be a pain, so

25

"assist" again as we interpret, you know, I'm just trying to
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1

again put a number to the word "assist" in terms of

2

finances. I don't know if we should add more clarification

3 to that. You know, how do we -CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe Member Johnson has --

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, I withdraw, I

5

6 withdraw that motion and I've been given language by the
7

Corporation Counsel. And I will restate the amendment that,

8

Provided, that the Maui Visitor Bureau shall cooperate with

9 the EAR committee to analyze the impacts, good and bad, of
10

the visitor industry and identifying mitigating measures to

11

address any concerns by July 1st, 2010.

12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, I can second.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Moved by Member

14

Johnson, second by Member Victorino. Any more discussion,

15 Members? Okay, all in favor of the motion please say aye.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

16
17
18

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros,

19

Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and

20

Chair Pontanilla.

21

NOES:

22

ABSTAIN: None.

23

ABSENT:

None.

24

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

25 MOTION CARRIES.
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1

ACTION:

APPROVE amendment to main motion.

2
3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, back to the main motion

4

as amended. Members, any more discussion? All in favor of

5

the motion please say aye.

6

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed? Seeing none,

8

motion is carried; 8 ayes; one excused, Member

9

Kaho'ohalahala.

10
11

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros,

12

Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and

13

Chair Pontanilla.

14

NOES:

15

ABSTAIN: None.

16

ABSENT:

None.

17

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

18 MOTION CARRIED.
19

ACTION:

APPROVE main motion as amended.

20
21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

23 And the actions I'm going to request to be considered are in
24

priority for me and East Maui. So, Mr. Chairman, you want

25 me -- the first one is a proviso. You want me to make the
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1 motion or you want a description of it first?
2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let me find my ...

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And this will be

4

connected with the Hana senior affordable housing from the

5 Affordable Housing Fund.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay, I got. Okay, go

6
7

ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. You want me to

8

9 make my motion right now?
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, please.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And this will be

12 to request that the following proviso be included in the FY
13

2010 budget as follows. So --

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Before you continue on, the

15 Chair just would like to recommend that you don't add the
16

dollar amount.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And could, could you tell

18 me why?
19
20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And the reason why is that
there is a process in the 2 percent Affordable Housing

21 Ordinance that need to be reviewed by the Committee. And if
22 we put a dollar amount that would basically tell the
23 Committee that you already -- we already made up our minds
24

to go ahead and move on this, your proviso to utilize the

25 Affordable Housing Fund. We still need authorization by the
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1

full Council, and that's the only reason why. It would be

2

added to the list of projects in that provision.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you for that
information. Then can you or Corp Counsel explain to me why

5 under that funding there are six projects with dollar
6

amounts? They're all approved?

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Those projects were reviewed

8 and recommended earlier in the year by the Committee for
9

utilization of the Affordable Housing Fund.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, that Committee --

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The projects that you see were

12

already approved last year.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And by what

13
14

Committee?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: By the Budget and Finance

15
16
17

Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see. Okay, so as you

18 explained to me, that it has to be approved by Council
19
20
21

first. So these have not been approved by the Council?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No. All six projects that you
see hasn't come to Council yet.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So if you want to add it into

24

your proviso to include your, the Hana affordable housing or

25

Hana senior affordable housing, I have -- I see no problem.
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1

And Corporation Counsel, if you could assist.

2

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I don't think I

3

understood. I don't think I answered your question, your

4

earlier question correctly. But I see now that there may

5 not be enough money. See, earlier when I had responded to
6 the question, I assumed that there was enough money in this
7

fund for all of these projects, but I received information

8

since then that I've been told that there may not be enough

9

money.

10

So and then the Department is submitting their

11 Affordable Housing Plan, you know, which is contemplated
12 under the ordinance as well. So I think that when the
13 Budget and Finance Committee takes up this item in
14 Committee, there might have to be adjustments made to not
15 only the Affordable Housing Plan that's going to be proposed
16 by the Department of Housing and Human Concerns, but there
17 might also have to be changes to the budget ordinance. So
18

this, these provisos that we're putting in right now may

19 need to be changed later, depending on what the Committee
20
21

decides to do.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Okay, I understand that.

22

So under the Affordable Housing Fund, these projects, and

23

like mine that I want to suggest as a proviso, do they have

24 to compete and apply for these monies?
25

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well, the Department has
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1

its own process, which I think they said has been completed

2

already, and I believe that the plan is being submitted, or

3

if it hasn't already been submitted to you for

4

consideration, it's about to be submitted to you. So I

5

think that they've finished their process, but the projects

6 that are being proposed by the committee at this time still
7
8
9
10

need to receive approval by resolution.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Well, I -- I
thank you for that information. Mr. Chairman, I still would
like to have my proviso, if possible.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you,

13 Mr. Chairman. So I move to that the proviso entitled, Provided,
14

that 95 -- oh, you don't want me to give a number, figure,

15 okay. Provided, that funding be for Hale Mahaolu for the
16 Hana Senior Affordable Housing and Facilities from the
17

Affordable Housing Fund.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Medeiros,

21

second by Member Victorino to include -- and the proviso

22

reads, Provided, that Hale Mahaolu -- to include Hale

23 Mahaolu for the Hana Senior Affordable Housing and
24
25

Facilities from the Affordable Housing Fund.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Except, you know,
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1

I had said and, you know, Committee Staff can, you know,

2

finalize the wording, but provided that funding for --

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --Hale Mahaolu for the Hana

5

Senior Affordable Housing and Facilities be, well, be

6 provided from the Affordable Housing Fund.
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair?

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Just

11

for clarification, because if we just use the word "funding"

12

that leaves it very wide open. So I was, I'd like to

13 suggest maybe funding maybe up to a certain number, I mean
14

just to, I guess we cannot put numbers.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Because funding can mean

17

anywhere from a dollar to a million dollars. You know,

18

that's my only concern with the use of that.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman?

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So for the Committee to

22

review it and to make their decision on it, when would they

23 need to find out how much the monetary request is?
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's not so much about the
money, but it's a request.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The way I understand the whole

3 process is that organizations, including the County of Maui,
4

submit their request to Housing and Human Concerns. The

5 study or the documentation that we receive have all of the
6

information in regards to the cost. And at that time the

7

review, the committee review assisting can make a

8

recommendation and provide a dollar amount. And once that's

9 done it comes to the Budget and Finance Committee and we act
10 on the individual projects that are recommended by the
11
12

Department.
By putting in your proviso, it sends a message to

13 the Department that, you know, you are also very interested
14

in having this -- and Hale Mahaolu got a, got to submit

15

their request, also, --

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: -- when it's time.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. You know, we can

19

do that. And if I may, so are we on discussion now, Mr. Chair?

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes, we are.

21

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you. So

22

anyway, in this chambers, you know, we've discussed a lot

23 about trying to increase our inventory on affordable
24

housing, and we all agreed to that. And this is one project

25

that in -- I know in East Maui, in Hana especially, we try
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1 to do things without being dependent on government as much
2

as possible, because we know how tough it is. So in East

3 Maui we try to do as much as possible on our own, partnering
4 with others seeking out resources and people to move
5 progressively and continuously to get things done, you know,
6

in an expeditious way with as little assistance as necessary

7

from government.

8

As we did with the Hana Community Home Dialysis,

9 which we recently opened, this body was good enough to see
10

the importance in that dialysis home and provided 105,000,

11 and with that very little money we opened a dialysis home.
12

So right now we can cut our process shorter than

13 most other projects because we have the land donated, which
14

we're working on to site control and to secure it. We have

15 Hale Mahaolu with over 40 years of experience in these
16 matters. And we are seeking funding through the Federal,
17

State, and as little as possible from the County. And most

18

of it, mostly the funding will be from HUD, which Hale

19 Mahaolu uses to build their senior housing projects.
20

So we think we have a good situation in this

21 project. We have moved it forward very quickly with the
22

little money that was funded in getting our feasibility

23 study completed and reported to us. And we have a Hana ad
24 hoc committee which completed with a consultant these
25

feasibility study. And it does show a presence of an unmet
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1 need and supported by the Hana community for affordable
2

housing and facility for seniors in Hana.

3

Hale Mahaolu has begun to take steps to develop a

4

campus in Hana that would fulfill a segment of the need for

5

affordable housing and support services for seniors in Hana.

6 We are presently working with the representative from Hana
7 Ranch to acquire site control of an eight acre parcel near
8

the Hana Medical Center for this project. Site control is

9 necessary to be eligible to apply for funds from the
10

Federal, State, and private sources to construct this

11

project.

12

Hale Mahaolu would like to request, you know, this

13

funding that I'm asking for, which we haven't given you the

14

dollar amount, but it will be part of Hale Mahaolu's

15 request, so that we can proceed with pre-development work on
16

this project, which will include planning, surveying,

17

conceptual designs, legal site control, environmental

18

consultant, and an engineering preliminary report.

19

So this is a really good project, Mr. Chairman,

20 and we -- Hale Mahaolu and the ad hoc committee is looking
21

at a design similar to Lana'i for 20 units, and this will

22 give us an immediate need to take care of the immediate need
23 and a little expansion for people that will require it
24

later. We have heard over and over that some of us are here

25

from the baby boomer's generation, and you know and our
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1 parents generation certainly many are still living and
2

require housing. So I ask the Members for their support on

3

this, and I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity.

4

Thank you.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Johnson.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and I totally

7 understand what Member Medeiros is trying to achieve. If I
8 heard earlier what Corporation Counsel was saying though, is
9

that legitimately there is a process, and part of the

10 process is that an application in order to be actually
11

considered on file has to be made. And I'm uncomfortable

12 with the fact that if there are other people that have
13

followed this process albeit, you know, the project because

14

this goes back to Member Carroll, the project is a worthy

15

project.

16

I think it's premature to put them on a list and

17

just say that money, a place is to be held for funding when

18

there are other projects that have followed that sequential

19

series of events. And that's my only concern is that, you

20

know, if you've got a whole bunch of people that have, you

21

know, filed and done all that, those applications will be

22

considered and then ranked. If you've got one that's on the

23

list and it's proviso'd that money has to be allotted or they

24 have to be considered for funding, my concern is what is it
25 going to do to the other projects that have followed that
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1
2

track.
So I would rather that Member Medeiros address

3 this in a little bit different way, and work with the
4 Administration so that this application and the applicant
5 and the project can get added to the list in the way that
6

it's usually done. I, I mean I'll give him credit for

7

trying, but I do not believe this is a proper way to address

8

this particular issue in this particular manner.

9
10

So I, the way that it is worded it's far too
broad. And the process, to me, is not being followed the

11 way that we have set up a level playing field for everyone.
12 And so I can't support something that is not following that
13
14
15

sequence. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion? Before the Chair calls for the question, the

16 Chair is recommending that we take a -- we can take our
17 mid-afternoon break at this time. So we will reconvene at
18

2:30. This meeting is in recess until 2:30.

19

RECESS:

2:23 p.m.

20

RECONVENE:

2:44 p.m.

21
22

...(gavel)...

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget and
Finance Committee is now reconvened. Members, before we

23 take a vote on the proposed proviso as recommended by
24

Mr. Medeiros, I'd like to have Corporation Counsel explain

25 to us the process that the Administration taken in funding
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1 projects through the affordable housing or through the
2
3

Affordable Housing Ordinance. Corporation Counsel.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair, I believe what

4 happens, normally happens is that the Department of Housing
5 and Human Concerns publishes a notice of people that are
6

interested or entities that are interested in obtaining

7

funds from the Affordable Housing Fund, and they, the

8

applicants submit the information that's set forth in the

9 Maui County Code. And then the Department goes through
10 those applications and then they come up with the Affordable
11

Housing Plan. And the Affordable Housing Plan is submitted

12

to Council for its approval, it's supposed to be annually.

13 And if the Council approves that plan then, then at that
14 time a budget amendment could be done to insert those
15 projects under the Affordable Housing Fund.
16

Last year I believe Council did not approve the

17 plan as a whole, but instead projects were approved
18

individually by resolution, which is also authorized under

19 the ordinance. And similarly, budget amendments were done
20
21

each time to amend.
So I guess the point is, is that Council can

22

approve these projects and amend the budget ordinance later.

23

It doesn't have to be done right now. Perhaps a good time

24 to do it would be when the Department's Affordable Housing
25 Plan comes before the Committee, because then at that time
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1 the Committee can take a look at not only the Department's
2 plan but any, you know, Member's proposals as well, and they
3

can be considered, you know, all at one time.

4

But I just wanted to make clear that the

5 Affordable Housing Fund provisos and the budget ordinance,
6

as well as the resolutions to approve those projects, can be

7

done later in the fiscal year. They don't have to be done

8

right now.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any

10

questions for Corporation Counsel in what was just told of

11

us?

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Question?

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. So

15 Corporation Counsel, the housing plan that the Department of
16 Housing and Human Concerns come out, they submit that to the
17

Council once a year?

18

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Yes.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So if you're not

20

on that plan, you've got to wait one year to get on the plan

21

or be considered for it?

22
23
24

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: From the Department of
Housing and Human Concerns, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So if we have a really

25 good project but the plan has been submitted, you would
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1 basically have to wait a whole year to be considered for the
2
3

next plan?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Council could consider

4

amendments to the plan or revisions to the plan. So once

5

the plan is submitted to Council, Council has the discretion

6

to alter that plan. But I think that any projects that

7 weren't submitted from the Department they're going to have
8

to provide that same information that's required, you know,

9

the ordinance that sets forth all of the selection criteria,

10

I think it's called. So that information would have to be

11

provided to Council.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.

13

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: And it's more a matter, I

14

guess it's a matter of more fairness because, you know,

15 these applicants did submit on time and they went through
16

the Department's process to be considered. So if Council

17 were to deviate from that, from that plan, then I guess what
18

you're doing is you're sort of opening up the door again for

19 more people to be coming directly to, to the Council for
20
21
22

consideration.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So as I'm trying to do
now, and I appreciate you explaining about the projects

23 already listed under here. And what about if we want to be
24

considered, but not necessarily this go-round because you

25

said you think the plan has been submitted already, but we'd
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1

like to be on the list to be considered next, why wouldn't

2 we or why can't we have that consideration in this
3

submittal?

4

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: If you wanted to be

5

considered for next year you're talking about, then I would

6

just make sure that the applicant is aware of -- or actually

7

I would let Department of Housing and Human Concerns know to

8

contact that agency.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Um-hmm.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: The next time it does the

10

11 RFP for the Affordable Housing Fund allocations so that
12

they're put on notice and the agency can submit its

13

application to the Department for next year's funding.

14

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So does that

15 apply like to what Member Nishiki was trying to do, that the
16 money set aside on the proviso to buy property and wasn't
17 part of the plan is not going be considered until the next
18

opportunity to submit?
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Well, I'm not sure if, I

19

20 mean I guess theoretically you could have projects that are
21 on the plan for land acquisition which the proviso would
22

apply to. But if there were no projects for land

23

acquisition, then unless Council were to propose projects on

24

its own, then I guess we wouldn't be able to exercise the

25

proviso --
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

2

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: -- this year.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:

4

So what you're saying is

we cannot exercise Member Nishiki's proviso?

5

MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Maybe.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But we voted on it.

7

Okay, thank you, Corp Counsel. Mahalo,

8

Mr. Chairman.

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Staff, if you
could.

11

MS. REVELS: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I just wanted

12

to add to what Corporation Counsel said. And the, and just

13

clarify that the Council can provide or propose projects

14

that are not in the plan. The Administration is required by

15 code to present a plan that uses all of the money that they
16 have available to them. But if the Council wanted to put
17

forward projects that were not in the plan, we do have that

18 option and they would need to be approved by a resolution.
19

And as an example, the projects that we just did

20 in West Maui were done that way. They were put forward by
21 Member Johnson and then we did resolutions that were done on
22

the Council floor. So it is possible to do that. The only

23 problem with doing that is that you use the money that was
24 available, so the plan that was put forth by the Department
25

then can't be implemented in full because there's not enough
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1

money for all the projects in the plan.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So just to respond, I mean --

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: -- so in my addition, if

5

it's correct, or what you show on the Exhibit 1, the -- the

6

Mayor's budget was 10 million and then there's, you know,

7

all these projects. Seem like these projects add up more

8

than 10 million. So is the plan supposed to utilize all the

9 money but not go over it?
10

MS. REVELS: That is correct.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Staff said the plan is to

12

utilize all the money, right? So that way wouldn't have

13 anything left. So if you want to propose something you go
14

through the other process that she just mentioned. So with

15

the revenue or revisions which show -- oh, I see, okay. So

16

anyway, well, thank you for that. But I still would like to

17

proceed with this. Thank you, Mr. Chair.

18
19

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you. Members, any more

discussion?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair, just as a point --

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you. As a point of

23

information, if you look at page 37 in your Charter or the

24

copy of it that I made for all the Members, Section 9-20,

25 Affordable Housing Fund, Subsection 4, the Council shall by
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1

ordinance establish procedures for the Administration and

2

expenditure of the revenues in this fund.

3
4

So what we did with Member Nishiki's proposal, you
know, fits the parameter. So, you know, if the Council, we

5 here, have taken a position as to how we want these funds
6 expended or what we want it expended for. So, you know, in
7

that area we're covered. So again, I just wanted to share

8

that with the Members. And it's on page 37 in your Charter.

9

Thank you, Chair.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, questions? Any

11 more discussion? Okay, we do have a motion on the floor and
12
13

then maybe Staff, you can read the motion.
MS. REVELS: Yes, Mr. Chair. The motion is

14 provided that funding be for Hale Mahaolu for the Hana
15
16

Senior Affordable Housing and Facilities.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, you heard the motion.

17

The Chair is going to vote no on the motion, based on the

18

comments made by Corporation Counsel earlier. So Members,

19

any more discussion? Member Nishiki.

20
21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: The Administration has
set up a process. My question is, does any project have to

22 have land where the County owns it, or whoever is applying
23
24
25

for it, that the land has their name in the fee?
And I look at Lower Main Street. I know Habitat
For the Humanities was going to buy the land, and I don't
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1 know if they bought it or not, but we gave them a million
2

dollars. Lokahi Pacific, Honokowai, I don't know if that

3 project is already started or it has the land in fee and it
4

is owned by Lokahi or the Kahoma project. I mean there's

5

certain parameters that I think that this Council needs to

6

look at.

7

Just like what other Members have alluded to,

8

well, all the projects that have come before this Council is

9

either real low income, I think it's what, 80 percent below

10

the median, or I see here seniors, you know. And so the

11

group that Michael wants to look at, you know, that

12

workforce housing I guess is what it's called, 80 percent

13

and below, we don't have any project in that.

14

So I think that we set policy, this Council sets

15 policy, so we need to really think that that is given to us
16 and see if what is being accomplished is what we want to
17

see, you know. Is it only going to be for the real poor, is

18

it going to be for the seniors and we forget the 80 to 120

19

percent that is being left out.

20
21

So my question to whoever can answer it is, if we
put this project in here, and it's a senior project, the

22 Council then makes that decision to either approve it or
23
24
25

not? Because now there's a proviso.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Like Corporation Counsel
earlier stated, that we do have a process in the six
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1 projects that you see will be coming to Council for
2

approval. And at that time if Mr. Medeiros want to include

3

the project for senior housing in Hana, then at that time it

4

can be entertained. The projects that you see have gone

5

through a process.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah. But it was also

6

7 mentioned that if the Council wanted to take this project,
8

and we're saying that to the rest of the people, look, we

9

set up this process and you're not abiding by it, I guess

10

the reaction that we're going to get is we're going to see a

11

lot of people coming directly to us then.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Exactly.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more

15

questions?
The Chair is going to call for the vote. All in

16
17

favor of the proviso as stated by Member Medeiros please say

18

aye.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aye.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: All opposed?

21

COUNCIL MEMBERS: No.

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let's see, the motion dies with one

23

aye; seven noes; one excused, Member Kaho'ohalahala. Thank you.

24
25
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1

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmember Medeiros.

2

NOES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Molina,

3

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair Pontanilla.

4

ABSTAIN: None.

5

ABSENT:

None.

6

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

7

MOTION FAILED.

8
9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you very

11 much. I think to make it real quick, if the Members take a
12

look at my, my submission for a request for a proviso, we

13

can just withdraw it. Thank you.

14
15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Mr. Nishiki, you
didn't have any more, right?

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And if you would look

19

at mine, mine really is nothing to do with actual monies, it

20

is more time sensitive so that we can have accountability

21

from the Planning Department. And if you look on Exhibit 1,

22 page 22 under the Wailuku Municipal Parking Lot structure,
23 my proviso is basically -- and this is the motion I will
24 make -- I move to add, Provided, that the Department of
25 Planning provide status reports on the Wailuku Municipal
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1

Parking Structure plans by October 2009 to this Council.

2

It's to us, it's to this Council.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: It was moved by Member

5 Victorino, second by Member Molina. Any discussion,
6 Members?
7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: If I could, Mr. Chair, I

8 wanted to make sure that, you know, that the Planning
9

Department -- and there's been a lot of questions on what's

10 happening out there, and so this is a way that they were
11

saying they're going to have a project manager or a project

12

coordinator, I should say, on board to provide information

13

and to move this project along, which is a project that is

14

nearly 25 years in, you know, in its making.
And because our money is going to be coming

15
16

forward to assist us in this, I think it's very important

17

this Council knows specifically where we're at as far as

18

this project was concerned. So that's the rationale behind

19

that. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, Member

20
21

Johnson?

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Is this in CIP, Mr. Chair?

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, and because CIP has

25

an 18-month life, I don't know if they're going to be able
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1 to get us everything that we need by October, because
2

there's some work that's required. So I would respectfully

3

amend to say that by, I don't know, May of 2010.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, there's an amendment on

5 the floor by Member Johnson to replace October 2009 to May
6

2010.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and actually can I

8 withdraw that one and restate, because we want it before
9

budget. So I'll just say prior to budget in 2010. So what

10

is that, when do we get budget, March? Prior to March of

11

2010.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second for discussion.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second by Member Molina.

14
15

Members, any more discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, the only reason

16 doing that is because then they'll have enough opportunity,
17 we will get the information prior to budget, and then
18

because they're coming back to us anyway, because we're

19 withholding the bond authorization, we're going to get it
20

one way or the other. And because this is CIP, it does have

21

an 18-month life. So I just think October is a little bit

22

too soon. So that's my justification.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I understand what he's

25

trying to achieve, and I support that. I just would rather
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1
2
3

have a little bit different date. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion?

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, I

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I can support that, but

7

I don't know if March is quick enough, because I mean we're

8 into budget much -- I mean the Mayor goes out and they get
9

their reports, and so I'm not sure. And maybe October is

10

too soon, but I think March is too late. But that's my take

11

on that. I would prefer something else, but that's my take

12

on that. I mean it's up to you folks, you know.

13
14
15

CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you. Members, any more

discussion regarding this item? Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I'm just trying to find a

16

compromise that makes sense. Instead of three months, how

17

about six -- or four months, try six months. That's half a

18

year and that's, that will take us into the first part of

19

the new year, yeah?

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I understand, you

21

know, both concerns. I also probably understand that

22

October 2009, in regards to providing us status - I don't know what kind

23 planning they have already done in regards to this parking structure.
24 Nothing has been done as of this date. And, you know,
25

October of 2009 is too quick. If they had started, then
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1
2
3
4

October 2009 may be okay.
Member Victorino, would you know if they already
started the study or structure plans for this?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I understand they are

5 looking at a number of options that have been presented in
6

the past. It is not, you know, they're not going back to

7 the drawing board, from what I understand. There were - and
8 you and many of these Council Members have seen various
9 plans that were brought forth hence they are trying to
10

incorporate. That's why I think a project coordinator was

11 what they wanted to do, to put all of this together so that
12 they would be able to come to us by next year with a, with
13

a, with a precise oh, a plan of action, yeah. And because ARC

14 money is involved, you know, the quicker we get the plan
15

completed and up to snuff and ready to go, the quicker -- I

16 mean the less chance of us losing the money.
17

That's why the October issue was in my mind, is

18 because of the fact that we're dealing with ARC money,
19 because the Mayor has said some of this will come from the
20

ARC money. So that's why I'm very concerned. I don't want

21

to drag it out too long. I'm willing to compromise. I mean

22

nothing is steadfast, you know. I chose this date. If you want to

23

make it December of 2009 to make it fair, I don't care, you know.

24

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair.

25

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I just want accountability so we
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1

don't fall into a trap of losing that opportunity.

2

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Member Baisa?

4

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: As I read Member Victorino's proviso,

5

it wouldn't be impossible for them to come back in six months and say,

6

"This is the status. We haven't done anything." It doesn't say they

7 have to do something, they just have to provide a report.
8

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh. But then .

9

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You know what I mean. It

10

doesn't nail them down to having something accomplished.

11

But he's trying to keep track of it, so hopefully there's

12

some emphasis and some momentum. I know what you're doing,

13 Member Victorino, and it's really important, because all of
14

us know how important this parking issue is in Wailuku. So,

15

you know, I kind of understand what you, what he's trying to

16 do, but maybe if three months or four months, October is too
17

soon, then maybe January of 2010 would give them six months,

18

'nuf time to at least come back and say, well, we're trying

19

to hire a consultant, we've had three bids, or whatever.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

21

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Again, I'm open to, to

22

discussion on it. But, you know, but I think everybody

23

understands what we're trying to accomplish here. So as

24

long as you understand, I think it's important.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, who is Planning
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1 Department Committee Chairman?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Mr. Kaho'ohalahala. Jo Anne

2
3

is Vice-Chair.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: They're busy with something

5

else, so okay. If, Members, if Mr. Victorino is willing to

6

go with 12/09, you have until the end of the year.

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: If Ms. Johnson would

8 withdraw her amendment.
9

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I'll withdraw my amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And then I'd be willing

10
11

to amend it to change it to December 31st, 2009 to get date specific.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second by Member Molina. Any

15 more discussion, Members? Okay, all in favor of the motion
16

please say "aye."
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

17
18

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros,

19

Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and

20

Chair Pontanilla.

21

NOES:

22

ABSTAIN: None.

23

ABSENT:

None.

24

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

25
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1 MOTION CARRIED.
2

ACTION:

APPROVE amendment to main motion.

3
4
5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, that was the amendment,
right?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That was the amendment.

6

7 Now we have to go to the main motion.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any Noes? Seeing none.

8
9
10

Motion is carried. 8 ayes, one excused, Member
Kaho'ohalahala.

11
12

All in favor of the motion as amended please say
"aye."

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

14

Any opposed? Seeing none. Motion is carried. 8

15

ayes, one excused, Member Kaho'ohalahala.

16

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros,

17

Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and

18

Chair Pontanilla.

19

NOES:

20

ABSTAIN: None.

21

ABSENT:

None.

22

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

23
24
25
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1 MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION: APPROVE main motion as amended.

2
3
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, coming back to Mr.

5 Molina, have you got any more?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you Chair, I

6
7

have two, but I'll do the easy one first and at a later

8 point we can do my second one.
9

If the Members would turn to Exhibit 1, page 29

10 under Countywide Safety Improvements, this would be to just
11 add a proviso which we had discussed Friday. A proviso that
12

would read -- and I'm sorry I don't have it in writing for

13 the Members. The language would be modeled just like the
14 provisos for Kumulani Drive and Akala Drive and Holopuni
15

Road.
The proviso would read, Provided, that $50,000

16
17

shall be for inhibiting devices on Kauhikoa Road in Haiku.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: There's a motion. Is there a

19

second?

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second by Member Baisa.

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair, and I was

23

curious about the new language put in there. Instead of

24

speed tables I guess maybe this is the new recommended

25

language by the Department, I guess, that would cover
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1 whatever kind of devices to achieve the objective of slowing
2

people down. I've never heard of inhibiting before, but I

3

guess if that's ...

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe if staff can explain.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, could we get

6

comments from staff?

7

MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, that change in language

8 was proposed by Corporation Counsel to give the Department
9

the flexibility to do what's required on the roads.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, no further

12

discussion, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, any more

13
14

discussion? Seeing none, all in favor of the motion please

15

say "aye."

16

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

17

Any opposed? Seeing none. 8 ayes, one excused

18

Member Kaho'ohalahala. Motion is carried.

19
20

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson,

21

Medeiros, Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair

22

Mateo, and Chair Pontanilla.

23

NOES:

24

ABSTAIN: None.

25

ABSENT:

None.

None.
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1

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

2 MOTION CARRIED.
3

ACTION:

APPROVE.

4
5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Baisa? Member Johnson?

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: This is just a question,

7 because the other things I think -- I only just had Maui
8

Visitors Bureau. But I just had a question because I asked

9 the one earlier about the waste, you know, limiting the
10

number of pickups per week. So, you know, I'm not going to

11 make a proviso to that effect, because I think the
12

Department really needs to look at this. And hopefully

13 whoever chairs that committee will raise the issue so we can
14
15

look at that as a way to balance our budget.
But my question is going to be to Corporation

16 Counsel, because one of the things that was revealed during
17

the whole process is that we have a certain amount that's

18

always allocated, sometimes it's 10 percent, 15 percent, you

19

know, but they're standard percentages depending on the type

20

of project that are allotted for professional services or

21

management of the project.

22
23

And because right now we're in a fiscal constraint
and everybody is looking for work, I am upset that if we're

24 having and everybody is saying oh, reduce the budget, reduce
25

the budget, I think when we telegraph immediately, oh, well,
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1 this contract you, you are guaranteeing that X percentage to
2

that entity, whoever gets that contract, it's not right.

3
4

So what, what I had, and I'll just read what I had
written to staff, it says, "On all CIP projects for the

5 usual and customary professional services or a percentage of
6

the overall project total, there shall be a reduction of 10

7 percent in the usual and customary fee for professional
8
9

services."
For example, if a project costs $100,000 and the

10

usual and customary fee is 10,000, for professional

11

services, the $10,000 service fee would be reduced by 10

12

percent when going out to bid. Or in this case, 10 percent

13

of $10,000, or 10 percent of $10,000 of, would then reduce

14

that to 9,000. Same thing, if the usual and customary fee

15

is 15 percent for a specific project, allowance would be a

16

10 percent reduction of the fees that constitute the 15

17

percent professional service allotment.

18

So what I'm asking you, Corporation Counsel,

19 because I think that if there's no way that we can constrain
20

the amount that we're automatically just giving, like it's a

21

gimme to whatever professional service comes along, I just

22 want to see that when that thing goes out to bid we limit
23

the amount, not on a dollar basis but on a percentage. And

24 it would be that whatever that amount would have usually
25

been, it is now reduced by 10 percent.
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1
2

But I didn't know how to insert that, because I'm
not going to attach it to every single CIP project. But I

3 wanted to know, number one, do we have the authority to do
4 that? And number two, if we do, where can I put that
5

language in that's appropriate? Because I don't, Mr. Chair,

6 maybe I'm totally wrong, but everybody else is having to cut
7

back, so why not our professional services, you know, give

8

up a little bit too.

9
10
11
12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Corporation Counsel? I'm not
going even attempt.
MS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: You know, I -- this is the
first time I'm hearing about this 10 percent. Maybe what

13 you're referring to is how they budget, how the Departments
14 budget for their projects. Maybe they estimate 10 percent
15

of the project for our professional services. But because,

16

you know, I advise Finance on procurement, and there's not a

17

-- when they go out for proposals or when they solicit

18

proposals for procurement of professional services there's

19

no amount that's predetermined, it's basically -- well,

20

depending, there's two ways to procure for professional

21

services. One is the professional services method, and

22

that's for basically architects and engineers. So I'm not

23

sure if that's what you're thinking of. But in that case

24

there's a list that people get on once a year. They submit

25 their name that they want to be on this list. And then when
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1 projects come in the Department forms a committee and they
2

select off of this list, you know, based on the project and

3

the qualifications of the professional service providers,

4

and they negotiate a contract.

5

With the other processes, the RFP process, where

6 people just submit their proposals, you know, based on the
7

request for proposal. And that one too there's no

8

predetermined amount, it's just then it's a competitive

9 basis where people submit their proposals.
10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right. And I understand

11

that. But usually in -- I questioned Public Works about

12

this very situation. I said when they show what the

13 projected cost is, when they do their analysis of a
14 particular capital improvement project they have an
15

allotment that they make. So when they go out, if it's to a

16

request for proposal, there's those various components. You

17

have a project management, you know.

18

And all I'm saying is that we, as a Council, are

19 saying that if you ordinarily would have allotted a maximum
20

of X number of dollars, you know, for let's say if it would

21 have been -- and they use rule of thumb all the time. I
22 mean it was explained to us throughout the entire budget
23

process. And on every project there's an allocation. I'm

24

saying we're wanting to limit the amount of that allocation

25 by directing the administration to reduce the amount that
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1
2

they would ordinarily allocate.
So if you're going to bid on something that you

3

are constrained, it's not just your usual rule of thumb of

4

10 percent of a project cost, or 15 percent, they all do it.

5

I mean these guys know what it is. And so for me, yeah,

6

they're going to bid on it, but I just would say whatever

7

that amount that they would ordinarily go up to, I'm just

8

asking that we try to limit the amount. If there's no way

9

to do that, I'll accept that. But I just think, Mr. Chair,

10

that, you know, if you can kind of follow my logic, what I'm

11

trying to do is not just have business as usual.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And the only thing

13

I would caution is that if we were to send out requests for

14 bids on projects that we hold that condition and if we
15

receive bids that are, you know, that don't satisfy that,

16

then do we not send the project out or, you know, we just

17

don't move it. So that's my only concern.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, Mr. Chair, I totally

19 understand that because I thought of the same thing. But I
20 thought if there is a standard amount that is quote
21 acceptable unquote, everyone that does business with the
22 County knows those parameters. They know what they can get
23

away with. And I'm just saying that the Council really

24

doesn't want to do business as usual. People are out there

25

looking for work, and if you can't meet those specifications
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then I think you're going to have to sharpen your pencil.

1
2

We go all the time on contracts where we say, oh,

3

it's overbid, it's over the amount that's ordinarily

4

allocated. And all I'm saying is that as a part of that

5

capital improvement project cost breakdown, I'm just saying

6

reduce that amount. So I don't know, that's the only way I

7

could think of trying to address it. And Corporation

8

Counsel, there's I guess what you're saying is there's no

9

way to do that. They're just free to spend and we're free

10 to get gouged whichever way we can.
11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, maybe .

12

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I mean this is the

13

public's money.

14
15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe we shouldn't show
numbers in here.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That's why, I mean, I

16

17 understand we have to do these bid things, but these guys
18 look at these numbers, they know what they can get away
19 with. They know what the rule of thumb is. And I just want
20

to let them know this is not business as usual, this is a

21

lean period. And if you, if you're held to that, I mean try

22

something.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros?

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

25

I'd like to move that $25,000 from University of Hawaii
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1

College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources for

2

extension and research projects on Maui, called CTAHR, be

3 moved to Maui Nui Botanical Gardens.
4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh so moved. Second.

5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page?

6

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, I'm sorry, page 13 of

7
8

Exhibit 1.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, moved by Member

9 Medeiros, second by Member Victorino, to move $25,000 from
10

CTAHR to Maui Nui Botanical Garden.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Discussion?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I

14

spoke on this before, but I want to say that it was -- I

15 was a little concerned that when we brought up the req -16 the concern and when we -- I introduced the possible
17

consideration for a Code change to ban GMO taro, that CTAHR

18

came and opposed that and, you know, expressed their support

19 and to do testing on kalo. And that really concerned me
20 after we heard from all the kalo farmers and other people
21
22

trying to preserve, trying to perpetuate the Hawaiian taro.
And we also included in that wording that it would

23 be for any kind of kalo in Maui County, because if you are
24 allowed to do GE experimenting on other than Hawaiian kalo,
25

that if that kalo is in Hawai'i it can contaminate any other
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1
2

kalo within our County.
So with that expression by CTAHR that they oppose

3 the ban on GMO kalo, and because we have talked a lot about
4

us funding State programs, such as this, I wanted to be sure

5 that we were able to support an organization that does the
6

opposite. Theirs is to keep the kalo pure, to secure that

7 purity, and to continue to propagate the Hawaiian kalo
8
9
10

varieties that are at their facility in Wailuku.
They also, Mr. Chair, for a little history, and
I'm sure everybody here knows the history of that facility,

11 that at one time that was our Maui County zoo, along with
12

the botanical gardens. And then the zoo was not successful,

13 there was a lot of concerns about the health and welfare of the
14

animals there, so that part of that facility was closed.

15 And the County did not want to continue to perpetuate the
16 botanical gardens, so groups came along and wanted to
17 perpetuate that, and so it went to a non-profit to do that.
18

Maui Nui Botanical Gardens now has a varieties of

19 kalo that are probably the best that we have here in Maui
20

County, and they share their kalo plants with farmers in

21 Maui County. And, you know, recently we heard from Mr. Alex
22 Bodie about his farm, and we saw the success and everybody
23

applauds what he's doing. Well, he also, you know, shares

24 his kalo with Maui Nui Botanical Gardens as partners in
25 perpetuating our different varieties of kalo.
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1

And beyond kalo, which for me and for many people

2 here in this Chambers is important to our islands because we
3 are an island culture and kalo has -- came with the first
4

Hawaiians that came to these islands. We want to be sure we

5 protect and preserve and propagate the kalo, and Maui Nui
6 Botanical Gardens are doing exactly that.
7
8

But beyond that, they also protect and preserve
and propagate our native Hawaiian plants. And we're trying

9 to protect that too, especially with the invasion of all the
10

invasive species that we're receiving now that take over and

11

destroy our native plants, such as the forests, in our rain

12

forests, in our watershed areas. So Maui Nui Botanical

13

Gardens is one organization that keeps a stock of our native

14

Hawaiian plants so that we have some and don't lose those

15

plants. So they continues to work on that.

16

I know there was a concern that 80 or 90 percent

17

of their budget went to salaries, and so I researched the

18

salaries and I have to say, Mr. Chairman, that in my

19

research, the four employees at the Maui Nui Botanical

20 Gardens make on the low end of what other non-profits pay
21

their staff. And I, you know, I was, you know, pleased to

22

see that, that that's not what they were doing this for, was

23

for high salaries, but indeed they had a passion to preserve

24

our native Hawaiian plants and our kalo.

25

This is the only botanical gardens we have in Maui
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1

County. On Oahu there are five botanical gardens because of

2 the need to protect and perpetuate our native plants and
3

kalo. So I think this is certainly a worthy group to put

4

some money into their budget that we're removing or

5 transferring from a State project so that we can continue to
6 have them do what they're doing and protect what we have
7

left, and perpetuate it.
And I think I brought up to the Members one time

8

9 that they did -- are starting to propagate one native plant
10

that only one remained in the wild. And, you know, they're

11 not sharing the knowledge of that until they can get it to a
12 point where it's protected and propagated and that we have a
13

good stock of that plant.

14

So with all of that said, Mr. Chairman and

15 Members, I really would like to ask for your support on
16 this. And I'm happy that the Wailuku representative, Member
17

Victorino, also sees the need in this. And I thank him for

18 allowing me to make this motion to move this money so that
19 we can help this project and this organization continue the
20

good work they're doing for all of us. Thank you, Mr.

21

Chairman.

22
23
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion? Member Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, thank you, Mr.
Chair, and I thank Mr. Medeiros for bringing this forward.
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1

I'm just adding to what he said, really basically an

2

additional piece of information that is very important. The

3 preservation and the enhancement of both the Hawaiian plant
4

life and the kalo is their main mission. But their

5

secondary mission, which is almost as important, is sharing

6 that with the people of Maui County.
7

And if you were there at the Earth Day two weeks

8 ago, which I had the opportunity to attend, we saw many
9 people there, and many of them were not only a part of the
10 program, they also had other non-profit groups who shared
11

their mana'o, whether it was canoe clubs, whether it was the

12

Sierra Club, whether it was the Haleakala National Park, in

13

their rangers, on and on and on and on, and it was a great

14

day for our County.

15
16

And there were plants that were made available for
sale $3, I mean not enough to make money as far as making

17 money, but really to share the mana'o, to get people to buy
18

those plants, to take those plants home, to plant them in

19 their yards so that, A, they can perpetuate these Hawaiian
20

plants, B, some of these are very water, what do you call

21

that, water resistant so they don't have to have a lot of

22 water. And I thought that was a very important thing
23 because we talk about conservation of water, and here is an
24
25

organization that's promulgating these other issues.
So it's a well-rounded, well-founded group of
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1 people, and their salaries by golly are not very high. And
2

so I think we need to continue this, we need that funding so

3 that we can continue something that's very important, that
4 has a long term benefit to all the people of Maui County.
5 And I think this is why this one, we tried, you know, last
6 week a couple times and got shot down. But we're really
7 taking a good look at everything to bring the facts forward,
8

and I just want people to understand, I want my colleagues

9

to understand that this is very important. It's not just

10

because it's in Wailuku, but this is important for the whole

11

County of Maui and really the State of Hawaii, and it's so

12

important right here.

13

So I ask our colleagues to support this, and I

14

think in the overall scheme of things it's nothing against

15

CTAHR, in my mind that wasn't the issue, but those monies

16

really, which is for research, can be moved to an area where

17 we know the definitive research and some of the definitive
18
19
20
21

results. So I thank you, Mr. Chair, for this opportunity.
CHAIR PONTANILLA:

Thank you. Members, any more

discussion?
Seeing none, the Chair is not going to support the

22 motion at this time in regards to moving $25,000 from the
23 University of Hawaii Tropical Ag and Human Resources for
24

extension and research projects to, to add into Maui Nui

25

Botanical Gardens, Inc.
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1

One of the questions that, or one of the issues

2 that was brought up by Member Medeiros I'd just like to
3

clarify. That there is a proviso in regards to the money

4 that CTAHR receives from this County that no funds shall be
5 used for genetically engineered organisms or recombinant to
6
7

any research.
I know the work that Maui Nui Botanical Gardens,

8 they do wonderful work and they try and save all the
9 different type kalos that we have here in Maui County. But
10

at this time the Chair's recommendation -- not the Chair's

11

recommendations, but the Chair is not be supporting the

12

proviso. So Members, I am going to be calling for the

13

question. Member Medeiros?

14
15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
for this other opportunity. Excuse me. And I want to thank

16 my colleague from Wailuku for his comments on it, which
17
18

certainly is appreciated and makes a lot of sense.
But one further comment. I think sometimes we

19 overlook when we look at the Maui Nui Botanical Gardens, and
20

because it's called botanical gardens we think it's a place

21

that you visit plants and so forth, and it is. But it also

22

serves and one of our education centers. Many students and

23 adults go there to learn a lot about kalo and about Hawaiian
24

native plants, endangered species. And if you folks

25

remember when it was a zoo and a botanical gardens, it was
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1

in a very sorry state of maintenance, especially with the

2 plants and also the animals. When the non-profits took it
3 over it became a beautiful place that you wanted to visit.
4

And I think Member Victorino brings up a good

5 point, that in the recent event there that he described,
6 that indeed many other organizations were part of that,
7

including hula halaus that, and people may say how does a

8

hula halau be associated with a botanical gardens. Well, in

9 hula halaus if you are going to dance a certain hula you've
10

got to learn the interpretation of that hula. And if it has

11 to do with any kind of plants, then you need to learn about
12

the plants. You learn, you need to learn the olis connected

13 to those plants, and then you need to go in the wild to look
14
15

for those plants to be a part of your performance.
So Maui Nui Botanical Gardens provides that for

16

our hula halau, our young dancers, and even our adult

17

dancers. So it serves more than one purpose of just being a

18 botanical gardens. And they also allow children to come
19 there to be, to enjoy the playground that has been
20 maintained there after the zoo closed down.
21

So it's a very centralized location where many of

22 our residents in Maui County can come to enjoy that
23

facility. And while there, they can learn about many things

24

that are provided for them to look at, to sometimes touch,

25

and to be a part of. So I just wanted to add that, Mr.
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1
2

Chairman, and I appreciate the second opportunity.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'd just like to

3 provide you some information regarding CTAHR's request to
4 the Maui -- to Maui County in regards to their Fiscal Year
5

2010. There's about a dozen programs that are already

6

listed. And Members, you all got this information. And

7

this involves about 12 different projects that are not only

8

here on Maui but also Moloka'i, Lana'i, and it's a range of

9 projects that are identified, including -- let me read the
10 project titles - Improve Economic Opportunities in the
11

Production of Fruit, Vegetable Crops on Moloka'i and Lana'i;

12 Building Soil Health and Reducing Dependence on Imported
13

Fertilizer Through the reuse [sic] of Recycled Local Soil

14 Amendments; Urban Horticulture Education, and The Maui
15 Master Gardener Program; Maui County 4-H Youth Development
16

Program; Educational and Research Programs for the Landscape

17

and Golf Course Industries on Maui and Lana'i; Risk

18 Management During of Tough Economic Times: Outreach Education;
19 Maui Livestock Production Programs, Retaining Beef Cattle in
20

Hawai'i from Birth to Market, and 4-H and Youth Assistance

21

to Ag in the Classroom; Edible Crops Improvement, Insect and

22

Disease Management Program; Increasing Water and Nutrient

23

Conservation in Maui's Nursery and Landscape Industries;

24 Pasture Forage and Weed Database and Herbarium for Maui
25

County; Intergenerational programs, Gardening For Keiki and
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Kupuna, Grandparents Raising Grandchildren,

1
2

Intergenerational Pen Pals, and Kids Marketplace;

3 Establishing Orchid Production on Moloka'i; and the
4 Evaluation of Jatropha as a Fuel, Biofuel Crop in Maui
5
6

County.
So these are the programs for CTAHR that is

7

already -- and they've got, you know, different fundings for

8

different requests by the project leaders. So Members, I

9 thought I would provide that information. Member Molina?
10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much,

11

Mr. Chair, and thank you for that rundown. I guess for me I

12

didn't realize how much of this funding goes towards a lot

13

of these programs, especially on our sister islands of

14

Moloka'i and Lana'i. And I'm now, it's sort of stemmed my

15

curiosity is how much of this $25,000 cut would impact those

16 programs, which are, you know, important as well as the
17
18

programs at Maui Botanical, you know, they do as well.
Have we been given -- I know Member Victorino

19 mentioned I guess a breakdown and I guess with salaries.
20 Have we been provided that information with regards to this
21

request, any written?

22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: No.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Because now after hearing

24

that rundown, Mr. Chair, I, I would support adjustments to

25

CTAHR but not at 25,000, Mr. Chairman, because I am
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1

concerned about the impacts 25,000 could have on those

2

programs as well. Thank you.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo?

4

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. And I

5

guess I will, I will speak against the proposed request for

6

consideration only because on our community, which is

7 predominantly ag, CTAHR has been providing a lot of services
8

to our farming community. Services not only in, in specific

9

plant crop, but in fertilizers as well, in marketing. So

10

the gambit is quite wide for our community, and it's always

11 been. You know, as soon as you have a farming issue the
12

first people that is called is the University Extension

13

personnel. And on Moloka'i there's two, Alton Arakaki and

14 Glenn Teves, and they have taken on the farming community
15 both single handedly. So I've got to support my farming
16

community, and at this point I cannot support any reduction

17

in CTAHR's funding. Thank you, Chairman.

18
19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion?

20

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair, one last time.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Molina?

22

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: What was the CTAHR's

23 already, they were already reduced by the Mayor too as well,
24
25

right? Correct?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.
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1
2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: And that was by how much? I'm
sorry, I don't have that info.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Maybe staff could help us.

4

MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, they were reduced by

5

$13,000, which was 10 percent.

6

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: 10 percent. Members, any more

8

discussion? Member Baisa?

9

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair, this is a difficult

10

one. I certainly appreciate the value of CTAHR, having been

11

a 4H'er and very involved in the 4-H livestock projects and

12 understanding UE and, you know, all the things that these
13

people do. It's very, very difficult.

14

However, I do know that we tried very, very hard

15 to find money to help the Maui Nui Botanical Gardens because
16

of the important work that they do too. So, you know, it's

17

six of one and half dozen of another. I mean it's a very

18

difficult choice to make. And I was wondering if maybe the

19 maker of the motion would consider a compromise, like maybe
20

kind of reducing the amount of the transfer so that it

21

wouldn't be such a big deal, since they've already been cut

22

10 percent? You know, we did, you know, slash some things

23

like 20, 25 percent, and that might be easier for us to

24

support.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any more
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1

discussion, Members? Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

2

3 And I, again, appreciate Member Baisa's consideration and
4

recommendation. I want to be sure that we're clear that,

5

you know, I'm not speaking against CTAHR as far as their

6

overall program. I'm just concerned when the representative

7 of CTAHR comes to this Chambers and says that they oppose
8 the ban on GMO kalo. And for Hawaiian culture and the
9 people of these islands that cultivate kalo, it is very
10 dangerous to allow any kind of manipulation of the kalo
11
12

plant.
And I think most of you have heard through

13

different stories in the community or in news reports and,

14

you know, it got to a point where we saw the Moloka'i

15

contingency go to the University of Hawaii, lock the doors,

16

and put up the ahu on the campus and all of that. That's

17

how important kalo is to the host culture, and that's how

18

important it is not to contaminate or manipulate what took

19

thousands of years of nature and people of the Pacific

20

Islands to come up with the varieties we have today.

21

CTAHR is a wonderful program I think we need,

22 because they serve a really good purpose for agriculture.
23 And I think as mentioned by the member from Moloka'i,
24

certainly they're a big help on Moloka'i where agriculture

25

is, you know, a major part of their community. And so do
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1

they on Maui.

2

But I think, Mr. Chairman, you also read that, you

3

know, there's some prohibitions that they're not supposed to

4

genetically engineer anything in their program. So I'm

5

confused that that's in there and yet their representative

6 comes to these Chambers and says they oppose the ban on GMO
7

taro, kalo. How do you interpret that? That they have, you

8

know, in their program they're not supposed to do that, but

9 they come here and oppose that, meaning they support, you
10

know, going ahead and doing genetic engineering work on the

11

kalo plant.

12

So yeah, I'm not real clear on that, how that

13

statement can be, you know, said when, when what you read is

14

interesting. But I just wanted to be sure the Members know

15

that, you know, for all, for people that live in these

16

islands and are connected to the kalo plant, that it is very

17

important for us to maintain its purity and to secure its

18

purity. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Medeiros.

20

And because they're utilizing County fund, it is basically

21

the reason we put in that proviso as far as the funds will

22

not be used for genetic, genetically engineered organisms or

23

recombinant DNA research. So that's the reason why of the

24 proviso, because some of the Members had that issue, yeah.
25 And the programs as I read are basically more -- the
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1 programs would support, you know, like the island of
2 Moloka'i and Lana'i in regards to the type of needs that
3

they require on that island as well as, you know, education

4

for the youth 4-H programs, you know, developing those

5

programs.

6

So Members, any more discussion?

7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, Mr. Chairman?

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

9

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I'd like to either at

10 your direction withdraw the motion or amend the motion for a
11

lesser amount, whichever you suggest.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Just make it hard, huh?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I'm just, you know,

14

taking the strategy of Member Molina.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, thank you for the

15

16 withdrawal. If anyone would like to make a recommendation
17 at this time.
18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Go ahead, Bill.

19

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, so the

20

motion is withdrawn.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: You say you are going to

21
22
23
24

withdraw.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, okay, so I can make
a new motion, okay. So I move that $12,500 from the

25 University of Hawaii College of Tropical Agriculture and
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1

Human Resources for extension and research projects in Maui,

2 which is called CTAHR, be moved to Maui Nui Botanical
3

Gardens.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

5

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Medeiros,

7

second by Member Victorino. Any more discussion, Members?

8

Seeing none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."

9

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed?

11

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Let the record show there are

13

six ayes, two noes, one excused, Member Kaho'ohalahala. The

14 two noes are Member Pontanilla and Member Mateo. Motion is
15

carried.
So we add $12,500 to Maui Nui Botanical Gardens

16
17

and we remove $12,500 from University of Hawaii College of

18

Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources for extension and

19

research projects in Maui.

20
21

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros,

22

Molina, Nishiki and Victorino.

23

NOES:

24

ABSTAIN: None.

25

ABSENT:

Vice-Chair Mateo and Chair Pontanilla.

None.
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1

EXC.:

Councilmember Kaho'ohalahala.

2 MOTION CARRIED.
3

ACTION:

APPROVE.

4
5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, moving on.

6 Member Vic -- Member Victorino, you got anything?
7
8

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Another one, and this
one is in Exhibit 1, page 18, for the Maui Redevelopment

9 Agency. And the motion is, I move that Provided, that the
10

Department of Planning provide a status report on the

11

Agency's progress and activities by July 1st, 2010.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any second?

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Second by Member Molina. Any

15
16
17

discussion? Members, discussion?
Seeing none, Chair will call for the question.
All in favor of the motion please say "aye."

18

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any noes? Motion is carried with 7

22

ayes, 2 excused, Member Kaho'ohalahala and Member Medeiros.

23

Motion is carried.

24
25
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1 VOTE:

AYES:

2

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair Pontanilla.

Councilmembers Baisa, Johnson, Molina,

3

NOES:

4

ABSTAIN: None.

5

ABSENT:

None.

6

EXC.:

Councilmembers Kaho'ohalahala and Medeiros.

None.

7 MOTION CARRIED
ACTION:

8

APPROVE.

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Molina?

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you very much,

12

Mr. Chair, for my last proposal, which hopefully will not

13

take as much time as the last proposal. So I'll try to keep

14

it short. My proviso is with regards to the Affordable

15

Housing Fund, and it's been handed out to all the Members,

16

and it reads, Provided, that a minimum of blank dollars

17

shall be utilized to assist families that are within the 81

18 percent to 120 percent of County median income.
19

And Mr. Chair, I didn't put in a dollar figure at

20 the time because we were still trying to determine from last
21

Friday how much was in the fund. So today of course we got

22

the figures.

23

And based on the conversations we had with the

24 proviso for the amount of money to provide for land
25

purchases, I'm going to throw out a figure of $2 million for
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1

this proviso, and let me just briefly touch on my rationale

2

for this.

3

Again, the intent of the Affordable Housing Fund

4 was to -- the intent was that the funding was to be used
5

for families from very low to moderate income families, and

6 has been, has been discussed in over numerous times we need
7 to help our gap group people, the people that are police
8
9

officers, firefighters, teachers, nurses, et cetera.
The Federal government provides considerable

10

revenue for the 80 percent and below and virtually nothing

11

for our gap group people. And thus far all of the projects

12 that have been brought to us by the Department and which we
13 have approved the utilization of these funds have been
14

approved for projects for 80 percent and less of the median

15

income for families in this specific category which, you

16

know, I commend the Department for.

17

But the bottom line here, we need to set a course

18 or encourage the Department to more aggressively find a way
19

to solicit the organizations, developers, whomever, to give

20

some proposals that will help this area of need, which is

21

our gap group.

22

So again, I'm hoping with this proviso that it

23 will basically send a -- memorialize or send a message to
24 the Department that we need to start moving in this
25 direction. So whether it be through land purchases set
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1

aside for the gap group individuals, or funding for plan and

2

design for proposed projects that will help our gap group.

3
4

So that's basically my rationale for this proviso,
Members. And again, the figure of 2 million, whichever is

5 preferred by the Committee. So I leave it out there for
6

consideration, Mr. Chair.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Now, what page you on?

8

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: That would be I guess the

9 Affordable Housing Fund falls on Exhibit 1, page 51. Now we
10
11
12
13
14

have a whole bunch of provisos. Last page of Exhibit 1.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Before the Chair
asks for discussion, the Chair is going to call for -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair, I think it
was never second.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, I'm sorry.

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I will second it for

17

discussion purposes. That's all I wanted to, before you

18

adjourn, take a recess I should say.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The Chair is going

20

to recess until 4:00. I need to confer with staff and

21

Corporation Counsel. This meeting is in recess til 4:00.

22

...(gavel)...

23

RECESS:

3:51 p.m.

24

RECONVENE:

4:09 p.m.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget and Finance
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1

Committee Meeting is now in session. There's still a motion

2

on the floor by Member Molina. We're in discussion. The

3 Chair would just like to make this comment in regards to the
4 motion that's made by Member Molina. Out of the current six
5 projects that are listed -- and hopefully, Members, you got
6

this information right here -- there is one project that's

7

listed that would be the Affordable Housing Project by the

8 County of Maui that would take -- that would take the 140
9 below median income into consideration for, you know,
10
11

affordable housing within the particular project area.
And the reason why I say affordable, 140 percent

12

and below median income, that's the criteria that we

13

utilize. Most gap group, you know, although there, you

14

know, there's a lot in the 81 to 120, there are also from

15

121 to 140, and that includes, you know, firemen, teachers,

16

nurses and the like if there's two income in one family. By

17

leaving it at 120 percent then some of the people that we

18

want to help will be left out again.

19
20

So just to let Mr. Molina know that we do have a
project that's going to be taking care of 140 percent below

21 median income as part of the affordable housing in that
22
23

particular project.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Mr. Chair, thank you

24

for that information. And I wanted to ask for the -- a

25

consideration. I guess maybe it should be amended in the
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1

language that I provided with the amended, with the proviso.

2

I ask that it be amended to read, Provided, that $2 million

3

shall be utilized to assist families that are within the 81

4 percent to 120 percent of County median income.
5

And I'm taking out "a minimum of," so that way

6

it's very, much more clear and more specific. And so it

7

gives us some wiggle room, I guess so to speak, Mr.

8

Chairman, to consider other projects as well.

9

And with regards to the County project that you

10

just mentioned, I think -- and I'm glad to hear that it's

11

targeting that group. As far as the other five, you know,

12

I'll reserve judgment. But again, I think, as Member

13 Nishiki spoke earlier, the Council sets policy with regards
14

as to how this fund will be used. Thank you, Chair.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I second the amendment

17

for discussion purposes, although it's been discussed.

18

(Laughter).

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you, Member

20 Victorino for second that amendment to the motion that was
21
22
23
24
25

earlier made by Member Molina.
Members, any more discussion? Member Medeiros,
followed by Member Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
Yeah, I just need to understand this better, because as far
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1

as physical projects, you cannot put it in. But projects

2

like this where it's just money, you can, is that correct?

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The process that we go

4

through, as far as this one here, all Member Molina is

5

saying that future projects. I'm looking at future

6 projects, not projects existing or being planned for even
7

next year, because to have something like this put in, and

8 because of the process already had gone through, the only
9 time that we can do amendments in regards to the six
10 projects that you see on this particular sheet would be when
11

we take action on the individual projects themselves.

12

But in this case here, you know, when you look at

13

the total amount, you know, the only project that fits is

14

that Affordable Housing Project, Waiale Affordable Housing

15

Project.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And that's -- oh, I'm

16
17
18

sorry.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I had some discussion with

19

staff as well as Corporation Counsel, you know, this would

20

be better fit, you know, going into the 2011 budget, so that

21

these monies -- not these monies, but the recommendation to

22

the Department is to look at projects that are 120 percent

23 below median income. But I would love to have it at 140
24

percent because, you know, those people are being left out.

25 So Member Medeiros?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, so thank you for

2

that, for the explanation. I'm just trying to, you know,

3 understand this process, because it was told that the
4 Department develops a plan and the plan includes the
5 projects that will utilize all of the funding. So where
6 does $2 million come from if the fund is used up? How do we
7 budget or provide, make a proviso for that?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: But again, you know, these

8

9 projects haven't been approved by the County, by the Members
10

as yet.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: By the Council.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: There's no $2 million that's

13

available for this particular -- at this time for any

14

projects that, you know, comes in. But we have the

15 opportunity to make those changes should we see that, you
16

know, any of the six projects is something that we don't

17 want. But at that time then we can do the amendment to
18
19

what's been requested by Housing and Human Services.
All the Chair is saying that, you know, we can

20 provide the direction to the Department, saying that when
21

2011 budget comes around that they should be looking at $2

22

million of projects that would take care of 140 percent --

23

well, hopefully it's 140 percent below median income. But

24

Mr. Molina's request is 120 percent below median income.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Um-hmm. Okay. Well, thank you
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1

for that. But this is a proviso that's going to be in the

2

2010 budget, right?

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes.

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And so the proviso

5

says that $2 million shall be utilized to assist families

6

and so forth.

7
8
9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Only the projects that are
listed.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: When it comes to us for
our review then we're going look at the projects.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Um-hmm.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And we're going try and

13 provide $2 million for this proviso?
14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, at least 2 million --

15

that $2 million would be utilized. In other words, you get

16

six projects here.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Um-hmm.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: And if two of the projects

19

were -- in fact, one project that would take care of 120 below

20 median income that cost $2 million, then that would satisfy
21
22
23
24
25

the proviso.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. It helps me
understand it a little bit better. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Mateo,
followed by Member Baisa.
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1
2

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And
perhaps Mr. Molina can consider, instead of the 120, going

3 up to the 140 so we can address the maximum that, you know,
4

we, we saw as target group. And definitely, Mr. Chairman,

5

I'd be able to support Mr. Molina's request when he changes

6

or makes the amendment to change that 120 to 140, because a

7 good amount of the investments that the Department has been
8 making and this, and the body has been approving, has
9 primarily been what has been termed special needs, which is
10 predominantly the senior citizen housing area. And this
11 body also provided funding for the handicapped as well in
12

Pa'ia.

13

So we have been providing services not only for

14

the lower income brackets, but for special needs as well.

15 And throughout the years it has been this segment, the 81
16 and above, that really has been left out of the formula in
17

us addressing the total County needs. By being able to

18

identify $2 million specifically for this target area, it

19 does in fact help meet the purpose and the intent of the
20

policies, the residential workforce housing policies, policy

21

that had been adopted by this Council. So I look forward to

22 Mr. Molina making the amendment so we can get up to the 140
23 percent and, you know, just go ahead and move this forward.
24
25

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you, Chair. You

2

know, after we listened to the process today of how this is

3

done, and of course we've heard it before but it was a

4

review again today as to how projects are selected, it's

5 been mentioned that there is a committee that reviews the
6 applications that are submitted and scores them and
7

recommends funding. You know, it might be at that time when

8 we could change the scoring of the proposals to include some
9

kind of additional points given for gap group projects. And

10

it might, you know, cut it off at the pass right there, that

11 we would get some of the projects that we want in. So
12

that's a possibility.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Member Baisa.

13

14 Member Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I

15

16 move to amend the proviso to read as follows, Provided, that
17

$2 million shall be utilized to assist families that are

18

within the 81 percent to 140 percent of County median

19

income.

20

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Second.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Moved by Member

22

Molina, second by Member Mateo. Members, any more discussion? Staff?

23

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: How many, how many amendments we get?

24

MS. REVELS: Yes, Mr. Chair. There already is a

25 main motion and an amendment, so this is the second
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1 amendment to the main motion?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's my understanding at

2
3

this time. I should have, for reconsideration on the second

4

amendment.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, move to ...

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If you want to withdraw the

7
8

second amendment.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, I move to withdraw

9 the second amendment, which was to -- if that could be
10
11

restated again, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The second amendment,

12

Provided, that $2 million shall be utilized to assist

13

families that are within the 81 percent to 120 percent of

14

median income.

15

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I believe the second amendment was to --

16

MS. REVELS: 140.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, yeah.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I'm amending the 120 to read as 140.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, the second one. Oh, I'm

20
21
22

sorry, the first amendment, yeah, I'm sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: The first amendment had to
do with deleting language, yeah.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Right.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, and that's still on the

25

floor, right?
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1

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, so I can move to

3 amend the amendment then Mr. Chair, would that be the .
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Um ...

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Or would it be cleaner for

6 to us vote on that first amendment?
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Well, we can, we can take the

8

second amendment and then we can go to the first amendment,

9 which changed the language, and then we can go to the main
10

motion as amended.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, so it doesn't matter which order.

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, it doesn't matter.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So we're considering now the

14

second amendment,which is to change the number from 120 to 140.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: 140, yeah.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. No further discussion.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any more discussion, Members?

18

Okay, all in favor of the amend -- amendment, second

19

amendment, please signify by saying "aye."

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed?

22

Seeing none. Seven ayes, two noes, uh, two excused,

23 Member Johnson, Member Kaho'ohalahala.
24
25
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1

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

2

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair 1

3

Pontanilla.

3

NOES:

5

ABSTAIN: None.

6

ABSENT:

None.

7

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

8 MOTION CARRIED.
9

ACTION:

APPROVE

10
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, going back to the first

11
12

amendment, as amended, any more discussion, Members? Seeing

13

none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."

14

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mem -- any noes?

16

Seeing none. Motion is carried, seven ayes, two

17

excused, Member Johnson and Member Kaho'ohalahala.

18
19

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

20

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

21

Pontanilla.

22

NOES:

23

ABSTAIN: None.

24

ABSENT:

None.

25

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

None.
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1 MOTION CARRIED:
ACTION:

2

APPROVE

3
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Back to the main motion as

5 amended. Any more discussion, Members? All in favor of the
6

motion please say "aye."

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed?

9

Seeing none. Motion is carried, seven ayes, two

10

excused, Member Johnson and Member Kaho'ohalahala. Motion

11

is carried.

12
13

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

14

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

15

Pontanilla.

16

NOES:

17

ABSTAIN: None.

18

ABSENT:

None.

19

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and

20

Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

21 MOTION CARRIED:
22

ACTION:

APPROVE.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?

24

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. I

25 want to propose that to move some money from one of our
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1

capital improvement projects in East Maui to another program

2

in Maui, in East Maui. And so I move that ...

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Page what?

4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, I'm sorry, page --

5 because we get the new Exhibit and I had the old Exhibit
6

numbers, I believe it's 21 of 51.

7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: 21.

8

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I mean, I'm sorry, 25.

9 And it would be under Parks and Recreations Paani Mai Park,
10

which is in Hana.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And, you know,

13 myself and my Chief of Staff, Lei Kihm, have been working
14

with the Parks Department on this project ever since, you

15

know, I got in office, trying to move it forward. So we're

16 very familiar with the status of that project, and where we
17

can go with it and how we can go with it. But we want to

18

move. And shall I make the motion now? Mr. Chair.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.

20

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, I move that ...

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: But before you make the

22

motion --

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

24

CHAIR PONTANILLA: --as far as the cost for Parks,

25

they're aware that they're going to be, that it wouldn't
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1

hamper a particular project?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: As I mentioned, you know,

2

3 we've been working with Parks very closely on this project.
4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So we're very aware of

6

what's needed and the direction we're taking. Especially

7

recently, you know, there's been some different, not

8

different, but kind of alternate considerations that we know

9 of. And so we, we know where we can go and how we can go on
10
11
12

this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Chair is going to take a
short recess.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: We'll be here, we'll reconvene

15

at 3:40 -- 4:30. Meeting is in recess. ...(gavel)...

16

RECESS:

4:43 p.m.

17

RECONVENE:

4:57 p.m.

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget and Finance

19

Committee Meeting is now reconvened. Members, thank you.

20

The reason why the Chair asked for a short recess is to get

21

some information from Staff as well as the maker of the

22

proviso. Okay, Mr. Medeiros, go ahead.

23

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

24

And yeah, the reference is page 25 of 51 in today's Exhibit

25

1. So I move that 45,000 from capital improvements projects
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1 Park and Recreation Paani Mai Park be moved to East Maui
2 Cultural and Economic Development Program.
3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second for discussion.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members, there's the

5

motion, there's the second to move $45,000 from Parks and

6 Recreation Paani Mai Park plan and design of a drainage
7
8

system. Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

9 We, we have determined that throughout the budget year
10

places like Hana and I'm sure Moloka'i or Lana'i have some

11

small needs that those groups do not come for funding. And

12

those small needs are, you know, 5,000, sometime even less

13

than that, and sometimes a little more, but it's to help

14

cultural events. And we also have some economic development

15 going on in Hana in small groups that may need some, some
16 help to get started, and not something that they would come
17
18

to the, to the County for funding, but just small amounts.
So this is the reason we felt that the money

19

wasn't being taken from any other district but, you know,

20

from our own district. And it's just to move money so that

21

we can accomplish two purposes: To continue our progress

22 with Paani Mai Park and to also make available for the
23

smaller cultural and economic groups some funding that will

24

help their organizations. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any discussion?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: So there's no funding from Economic

3 Development to handle some of those items that you just mentioned?
4
5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, we have
some funding, it's less than before, and we normally work

6 with the Office of Economic Development in providing some
7

funding, and they usually direct us. And most of the small funding

8

that's been required through the year comes from this program, the

9 one mentioned, the East Maui Cultural and Economic Development Program.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more

10
11

questions? Discussions? The Chair is going to call for the

12

question. All in favor of the motion please say "aye."

13

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion is carried, seven ayes,

15

two excused, Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

16
17

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

18

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

19

Pontanilla.

20

NOES:

21

ABSTAIN: None.

22

ABSENT:

None.

23

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson, Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

24 MOTION CARRIED.
25

ACTION:

APPROVE.
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1
2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Just so we don't take the last

3 one, your last item before I move to Member Victorino.
4

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, mahalo, Mr.

5

Chairman. And reference would be Exhibit 1, page 50, 5-0 of

6

51. And, Mr. Chair, this is the Highway Beautification and

7

Disposal of Abandoned Vehicles Revolving Fund. And I'd like

8

to make a proviso on this fund that, Provided, that 35,000

9

shall be for an abandoned vehicle program in East Maui.

10

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Moved by Member

12 Medeiros, second by Member Victorino. On the Highway
13 Beautification and Disposal of, Disposal of Abandoned
14

Vehicles Revolving Fund, Section 3.25.030, Maui County

15

Code be, Provided, that 35,000 shall be for an abandoned

16

vehicle program in East Maui. Members, discussion?

17

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, thank you

18

for that. What has occurred in East Maui is that our

19

landfill operations no longer accepts vehicles, white goods

20

or scrap metal, and our concern is that we will start to see

21 them alongside the roads again. And the County through
22 Community Workday and other programs, the Highway
23 Beautification, made a clean sweep of East Maui, you know,
24

awhile back, and it has stayed beautiful for many, many

25 months without seeing additional vehicles or any kind of
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1
2
3

white goods or scrap metal.
We are now seeing kind of a start of items
like that again, refrigerators along the road and so forth.

4 And I think there's several things that are important here
5

in that it becomes a hazard for traffic. It's an eyesore

6

for not only local residents but also for the tourists that

7

come to visit our island, and one of the places they do go

8

is to East Maui. We experience over a million people that

9 come to our Haleakala National Park in Kipahulu that drive
10
11

through Hana and all of East Maui to get there.
It's also a safety hazard for children or young

12 people that are playing in the area, because one of the
13

fears of refrigerators and freezers and stuff is that

14

children will crawl into them, the door will close, and they

15 will not be able to get out, and they would suffocate.
16

So it's important for us to have some funding

17 available so that we can take care of the abandoned vehicle
18

that we may start to see along our East Maui roads. Mahalo,

19

Mr. Chairman.

20
21
22

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion? Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, just for

23

clarification, if Member Medeiros can provide additional

24

information. This particular fund, it's under the Highway

25

Beautification, is that the source?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Correct.

2

VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Medeiros, I, I'm not

3

sure if that particular fund will be able to address your

4 white goods needs. I believe it can accommodate the
5

abandoned vehicles, but I'm not sure whether it can

6 accommodate the white goods.
7

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman. Council

8

Chair Mateo is correct, and maybe I misspoke by including white

9

goods and scrap metal. But it's mainly for the abandoned

10 vehicles, and we hope that maybe our Solid Waste
11 Environmental Management Department will be able to create a
12 program for us in Hana where the white goods and the scrap
13 metal can be taken care of.
14
15

But the Council Chair is absolutely right, this is
intended, as my proviso said, for an abandoned vehicle

16 program in East Maui, and I thank you for that correction.
17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more

18

discussion? The Chair is going to call for the question.

19

All in favor of the motion please say "aye."

20

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

21

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposed?

22

Seeing none. Motion is carried, seven ayes, two

23 excused, Member Johnson and Member Kaho'ohalahala.
24
25
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1

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

2

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair Pontanilla.

3

NOES:

4

ABSTAIN: None.

5

ABSENT:

None.

6

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

7 MOTION CARRIED.
8

ACTION:

APPROVE.

9
10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Victorino?

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And

12

if you turn to Exhibit 1, pages 13 and 14, Office of

13 Economic Development grants to Maui Farm Bureau and the
14 Maui Aloha Aina. And my motion is basically, Provided, that
15 the Office of Economic Development provide a report on
16 expenditures of the funds for the promotion of organic
17

farming as a part of the diversified agricultural health of

18

Maui County. Include -- included in the plans, the OED will

19

make the assessment of future needs of farming, i.e. water,

20

promotions and forums, et cetera.

21
23

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any second? Second. [sic]
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Again, the rationale

24 behind this, as we all know, this is our number one industry
25

is tourism, and since the economic downturn we've been
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having negative effects, it is prudent to continue looking

1
2

for diversification in our economic engine. I support

3 agriculture community and organic farming as another aspect
4 of developing desirable food products for our consumption
5

and, hopefully, for the markets outside of our island and

6

State.

7

And again, basically I'm just trying to have some

8

accountability, and this way we know specifically these two

9 particular areas, because we've talked so much about
10

farming, promoting farming, diversifying our economic engine

11

or diversifying our economy, providing food for us to

12

consume here as well as if possible selling outside of the

13

County. And so this is one way that OED can get back to us.

14

Because as we've seen, when we ask specific

15

questions we always seem not to get specific answers, you

16

know. They give us different rationale. So that was the

17

thought for accountability. And I did not put any specific

18

time frame in here, because in this case I would hope it

19 would be an ongoing continuum as far as the plans and how
20
21
22
23

it is being implemented.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion? Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I certainly support what

24 Member Victorino is trying to do, but I'm wondering if we
25 might not want to give some kind of a guideline, like a
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1

quarterly report, a semi-annual report, something so that

2

it's a little more definitive and we can monitor.

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, I would be

4 amenable to if with no, no problem or no 5

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Objection.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --permission from you to

7
8
9
10
11

amend this to add a semi-annual report to this Council.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. The motion is -- but
there is a motion right now.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, I'm amending it to
put a semi-annual report to this Council.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Members, moved and

14

seconded by Member Victori -- moved by Member Victorino, second by

15 Member Medeiros that we add a timeline in regards to a report?
16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes, that is correct.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: When is the date?

18

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: I said every six months.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, every ...

20

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Semi-annually actually I

21
22
23

said. Semi-annually, yes.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Members, any
discussion? Seeing none, all in favor of the motion please say "aye."

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposing?
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1
2

Seeing none. Motion is carried, seven ayes, two
excused, Member Johnson and Member Kaho'ohalahala.

3
4

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros,

5

Molina, Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and

6

Chair Pontanilla.

7

NOES:

8

ABSTAIN: None.

9

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

10

None.

11 MOTION CARRIED.
12

ACTION:

APPROVE amendment to main motion.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Back to the main motion as

13
14

amended. Any more discussion, Members? All in favor of the

15

motion please say "aye."

16

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any opposing.

18

Seeing none. Motion is carried, seven ayes, two

19 excused, Member Johnson and Member Kaho'ohalahala.
20
21

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

22

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

23

Pontanilla.

24

NOES:

25

ABSTAIN: None.

None.
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1
2

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

3 MOTION CARRIED.
4

ACTION:

APPROVE main motion as amended.

5
6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, the Chair is going to

7

take a recess again to confer. This meeting will be in

8

recess until 4:55. Meeting is in recess. ...(gavel)...

9
10
11

RECESS:

4:53 p.m.

RECONVENE:

4:57 p.m.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: ...(gavel)... The Budget and Finance

12 Committee Meeting is now reconvened. Members, we do have
13
14
15

one final proviso. At this time I'd like to call on Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair.
I have been patiently waiting all day to try and see if I

16 can get the support of my colleagues to make one small
17

adjustment to the budget. On page 10 of Exhibit 1 --

18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: 10?

19

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: This is under Human

20

Concerns, I would like to add a line item for $10,000 to be

21

given to the Maui Disabled Veterans, Inc., from our Self

22

Insurance account in order to establish the Maui County

23 Military Appreciation Fund.
24

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Second.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Baisa, second
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1 by Member Victorino. Members, discussion? Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair.

2

3 The reason why I would like to do this is we all remember
4 that this is the second time that this group has come to
5 visit us and respectfully requested some kind of
6

consideration of appreciation for our vets. And they were

7 here again, and of course their suggestion was much more
8

costly. They were asking for a million dollar fund to be

9

set up and they wanted it to use, to

10 give each of returning veterans from Afghanistan and Iraq a
11

1.5 -- $1,500.

12

Well, it's obvious that we do not have the cash to

13 be able to do that kind of thing, although I know every
14

single one of us in our hearts we'd love to do that because

15

it's such an insignificant amount for what these folks have

16

given us.

17

But I wanted to take this opportunity to establish

18

this line item and this fund so that it will be a line item

19

in our budget, and that next time we sit down and, hopefully,

20 in the future when we have more money, that we can do a
21

little bit more for our veterans. I think that if we award

22 this money to the vets that they can begin to do some small
23

things for the veterans. And I think it will be a

24

recognition of their contributions to us, all of us who live

25 here in this beautiful County, and a mahalo.
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1

I just would like to begin, because if we don't

2 begin it will never happen. And I think that it would be a
3

sign of support from all of us, and just a small thing to

4

do, but a very big thing in terms of the recognition of

5

their contributions. So that's what I'm trying to do.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros,

9

followed by Member Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mr. Chairman, thank you. But I'm

10
11

going to defer to Member Victorino since he seconded. I'd like to go

12 after him.
13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Member Victorino?

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Chair,

15

and I second this one without any reservations, and I thank

16

Ms. Baisa for bringing this forward. I think our veterans

17 have served this country and given us all these
18

opportunities that we have so been blessed. You know, times

19

have been very difficult, Mr. Chair. We look at the

20

newspaper, we read the -- we listen to the news. Every

21

corner we turn gloom and doom is about. And I think this is

22 a bright moment for us to say thank you to a group that has insured the
23

freedoms and opportunities for which all of us can partake in.

24

I think the other issue that I'd like to remind

25

all our Members is that something like this, like Ms. Baisa
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1

said, is just the beginning of what we need to do for our

2 veterans who go out and put their lives in harm's way to
3

give us what we have. I'd like to thank Ms. Baisa and all

4

of our Members, because I know they'll support it.

5

As a person who never had a chance to be in the

6 military, I have enjoyed the benefits, and that's why I
7

really believe when Ms. Baisa said she was going to do

8

something like this, this was something we all should back

9

100 percent.

10

So I ask my colleagues to please back and take

11

this 10,000 as a starting point, and hopefully in the near

12

future we can add more to help our well-deserving vets.

13

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

14

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros?

15

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.

16 And I, too, would like to thank Member Baisa for bringing this
17

forth. And we have heard from the veterans, and indeed they

18 wanted more money, they wanted a million, and they probably
19

deserve more than that. But in these times I think just

20

starting up a fund recognizing the military veterans

21

returning from war is someplace at least that we started.

22

Most of you remember when our veterans returned

23

from Vietnam there was no recognition, no welcome home, no

24

anything for them. And I think we learned well from that,

25 that the veterans that we have returning home deserve
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1 better, and we should provide better.
2

And along with this, when we take care of the

3 veterans, you know, hopefully, you know, the Veterans
4 Administration can also improve their benefits for other
5

veterans of other wars. So I certainly, you know, as a

6 military veteran myself, among others on this body, thank
7 Member Baisa for this, and I strongly support her motion.
8
9
10
11

Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion? Member Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Chairman, thank you. And I

12 guess I am going to end up doing the most unpopular thing,
13 which is I'm not going to be able to support this particular
14

request. I'm not going to be able to support the request

15 because one, it comes from the Self Insurance Fund, a fund
16

that for me is crucial for this County in being able to

17

protect its assets.

18

Two, the County right now, you know, does provide

19

for the veterans at this point in time. In Kihei, the

20

facility that they are on is County property. On Moloka'i

21

the bunker that our veterans occupy, the rent is being

22 paid by the County. And I would love to be able to provide
23 the veterans this kind of compensation for what they do for
24 us because we are all very grateful and very much indebted
25 to their contribution and commitment to America. And I just
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1

think at this particular point in time, Mr. Chairman, this

2

County is not in a position to provide additional funds.

3

Thank you.

4
5
6
7

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more
discussion? Member Molina, followed by Member Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. You
know, as one of four veterans on the Council, I'm sort of

8 between a rock and a hard place on this, because and well,
9

first of all, I want to commend Member Baisa for making this

10

proposal. I do have questions though in terms of, you know,

11

we're doing this appropriation for one group of veterans,

12 but what about the contributions of veterans who served in
13

other theatres, you know, Korean War, World War II, Vietnam.

14

So where do we go from -- you know, by doing this, it opens

15

the door for veterans from other, you know, fronts, if you

16

will, to ask this County, "Well, what about us?"

17

And I know it was mentioned that we have the

18 veterans centers, Member Mateo had stated. But I know in
19

the past there's been talk about maybe giving the, or I

20

think it was done, the Iraq and Afghanistan veterans breaks

21

for real property taxes or maybe some form of rental

22

assistance. I mean that's, you know, those are worthwhile

23

considerations. And it was a shame the Federal Government

24

can give billions in bailouts to corporations, but yet

25

cannot give any assistance, additional assistance to our
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1 veterans returning home from the war front.
2

So I have, I am somewhat -- I have some

3

reservations. But being that again, the financial situation

4

that this County is in, it's difficult, you know. I'm

5 wearing two hats, one a vet, as a veteran, and now one as an
6 elected Council member of the people responsible for this
7
8
9

County's budget.
So I will support with reservations, but I think
next year it's going to be very difficult to support a

10

consideration. And I respect Mr. Ruge and all

11

the veterans, but I would ask him to please, you know,

12

consider our situation here on the Council. And again, it

13 does open the door for other veterans to ask for the same
14

type of consideration as well. Because, you know, all of

15 our veterans, both the ones who are currently serving as
16 well as the ones in the past have, you know, certainly
17

contributed to our country's well being. So those are just

18

my thoughts, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.

19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa?

20

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, for a second time I

21

just want to say that, you know, in making this suggestion

22 where to get the money, you know, we've all been struggling
23 well, where do we get the money to make any of the
24

adjustments that any of us would like to make. And I am

25

sure that everyone has a long list like I did, which I put
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1

away. But I had a difficult time in not doing this one

2 because I felt that it was deserving of our support.
3

And I was advised that on Friday after we had

4 balanced our budget that there was an overage of $7,500 that
5 was then put in the Self Insurance Fund, because we had to
6

plug it somewhere. So by taking out 10,000 the net

7

adjustment is only $2,500. So, you know, if the Members

8

support it, that's great. If not, I tried.

9

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Any more

10

discussion, Members? The Chair is going to call for the

11

question. All in favor of the motion please say "aye."

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

13

Any opposed?

14

COUNCILMEMBER VICE-CHAIR MATEO: No.

15

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Let the record show six ayes

16 one no; two excused, Member Johnson and Member
17

Kaho'ohalahala. Motion is carried.

18
19

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmember Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

20

Nishiki, Victorino, and Chair Pontanilla.

21

NOES:

22

ABSTAIN: None.

23

ABSENT:

None.

24

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

Vice-Chair Mateo.

25 MOTION CARRIED.
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1

ACTION:

APPROVE

2
3

COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. That's all the

5
6

provisos for today.
Members, we're going to go to -- I think all of

7

you have the budget documents for Fiscal Year 2010 I passed

8

out this morning, yeah. Okay, Members, these are the

9

reso -- resolution as well as the bills that would be

10 brought forward on first reading, and Chair is recommending
11
12

adoption of the following resolution at first reading.
Number 1. A revised proposed resolution entitled

13 "APPROVING THE ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY KNOWN AS THE OLD
14

WAILUKU POST OFFICE, 70 WELLS STREET, (70 SOUTH HIGH

15

STREET), WAILUKU, MAUI, HAWAI'I."

16

The purpose of the revised resolution -- proposed

17

resolution is to approve the acquisition of the Old Wailuku

18

Post Office at 70 Wells Street, Wailuku, Hawai'i, for

19

$1,540,000.

20

Also, recommending passage of the following bills

21 on first reading. And Members, you do have the packet that
22
23

has the narration of all of the bills.
1. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

24

ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 16.26.107.2, MAUI COUNTY CODE,

25

PERTAINING TO BUILDING PERMIT FEES."
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1
2

The purpose of the proposed bill is to clarify
that no fee shall be charged for County projects and

3 projects that are funded in whole or in part by the County.
4

2. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

5 ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 16.04B, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
6 RELATING TO THE FIRE CODE."
7

The purpose of the proposed bill is to allow rent

8 payments, fixtures, and investigations to be expended from
9
10

the Plan View, Processing, and Inspection Revolving Fund.
3. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

11 ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 13.04, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
12 PERTAINING TO RECREATIONAL AREA REGULATIONS."
13

The purpose of the proposed bill is to allow the

14 rental charge and deposit for departmental equipment to be
15
16
17

set forth in the annual budget.
4. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE REPEALING SECTION 3.36.180, MAUI COUNTY CODE,

18 RELATING TO THE RECYCLING GRANT-LOAN REVOLVING FUND."
19

The purpose of the proposed bill is to repeal Maui

20

County Code Chapter 3.36.180, relating to the Recycling

21

Grant-Loan Revolving Fund, and transfer any balance in the

22

fund to the General Fund.

23

5. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

24 ORDINANCE REPEALING CHAPTER 3.30, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING
25 TO FIRST-TIME HOME BUYERS' REVOLVING FUND."
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1
2

The purpose of the proposed bill is to repeal Maui
County Code Chapter 3.30, relating to the First-Time Home

3 Buyers' Revolving Fund and transfer any balance in the fund
4
5
6

to the General Fund.
6. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE REPEALING SECTION 3.08.030, MAUI COUNTY CODE,

7 RELATING TO E-CHECK FEES."
8
9
10

The purpose of the proposed bill is to repeal Maui
County Code Section 3.08.030, relating to e-check fees.
7. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

11 ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2.64, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING
12
13
14

TO THE FEE SCHEDULE FOR PUBLIC RECORDS."
The purpose of the proposed bill is to amend the
charges for extracts and certified copies of public records

15 to set forth the charge in the annual budget.
16

8. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

17 ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI TO
18 ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT FOR A STATE WATER
19 POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND LOAN FOR THE COLLECTIONS
20

STORAGE, RENOVATIONS, COUNTYWIDE, FISCAL YEAR 2010 BUDGET

21 ORDINANCES, (ALSO KNOWN AS CENTRAL OPERATIONS AND
22
23

MAINTENANCE FACILITY)."
The purpose of the proposed bill is to authorize

24 the Mayor to enter into a Memorandum of Agreement with the
25

State of Hawaii for a State Water Pollution Control
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1

Revolving Fund loan for the collections storage renovations.

2

A proposed bill ...

3

9. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

4 ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI TO
5 ENTER INTO AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT FOR A STATE WATER
6 POLLUTION CONTROL REVOLVING FUND LOAN FOR COUNTYWIDE PUMP
7

STATION RENOVATIONS, COUNTYWIDE, FISCAL YEAR 2010 BUDGET

8

ORDINANCES."

9

The purpose of the proposed bill is to authorize

10 the Mayor to enter into a Memorandum of Agreement with the
11

State of Hawaii for a State Water Pollution Control

12 Revolving Fund loan for Countywide pump station renovations.
13

10. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

14

ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 3.48.590, MAUI COUNTY CODE,

15 RELATING TO THE MINIMUM RATE FOR REAL PROPERTY TAX."
16
17
18

The proposed -- the purpose of the proposed bill
is to increase the minimum tax from 60 -- Staff, 60 to 150?
MS. REVELS: 60 to 100 is the purpose of the bill.

19 Committee staff will need to amend that to 150 to match what
20
21
22
23
24
25

the Committee decided.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. To increase
the maximum tax from $60 to $100.
The proposed bill will be further revised to
incorporate the change recommended by this Committee.
11. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN
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1 ORDINANCE DETERMINING THAT PART OF THE PROCEEDS OF GENERAL
2 OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, HERETO -- HERETOFORE
3 ISSUED IN EXCESS OF THE AMOUNTS REQUIRED FOR THE PURPOSES
4 FOR WHICH SUCH BONDS WERE INITIALLY ISSUED, OR MAY OR SHOULD
5 NOT BE APPLIED TO THOSE PURPOSES, AND DIRECTING SUCH
6 PROCEEDS TO OTHER PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS OR AUTHORIZED PURPOSES
7
8

OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI."
The purpose of the proposed bill is to reauthorize the

9 use of lapsed bond proceeds for various capital improvement projects.
10

12. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

11 ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF FORTY THREE MILLION THREE
12

HUNDRED FORTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($43,340,000) AGGREGATE

13 PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS OF THE COUNTY
14 OF MAUI FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROVIDING FUNDS TO PAY ALL OR A
15 PART OF THE COST OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
16 OF AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI; FIXING THE FORM,
17 DENOMINATIONS AND CERTAIN OTHER FEATURES OF SUCH BONDS AND
18 PROVIDING FOR THEIR SALE; AUTHORIZING THE DIRECTOR OF
19 FINANCE TO DETERMINE CERTAIN DETAILS OF THE BONDS;
20 AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF A LIKE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT
21 OF GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND ANTICIPATION NOTES IN
22 ANTICIPATION OF THE ISSUANCE AND SALE OF SUCH BONDS; AND
23 PROVIDING FOR OTHER ACTIONS RELATED TO THE ISSUANCE, SALE
24 AND DELIVERY OF SAID BONDS."
25

The pro -- the purpose of the proposed bill is to
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1

authorize the issuance of general obligation bonds for

2

various capital improvement projects.

3

The proposed bill will further revise -- will be

4

further revised to incorporate the changes recommended by

5

the Committees.

6

13. A proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN

7 ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE CAPITAL PROGRAM FOR THE FISCAL
8
9

YEAR ENDING JUNE 30TH, 2010."
The purpose of the proposed bill is to set forth

10

the Capital Program for Fiscal Year 2010 through 2015.

11

Incorporated within the proposed bill are Appendix A, a

12 report entitled "COUNTY OF MAUI, CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
13

PROJECTS REPORT, AS OF DECEMBER 31ST, 2008," which lists all

14 pending capital improvement projects and appropriations as
15

of December 31st, 2008; and Appendix B, which is the

16 proposed Capital Improvement Program for Fiscal Year 2010
17
18

through 2015.
The proposed bill will further revise -- will be

19 further revised to incorporate the changes recommended by
20
21
22

the Committee.
Committee, the Chair is going to stop here to
confer with Staff prior to going to number 14.

23

RECESS:

5:20 p.m.

24

RECONVENE:

5:27 p.m.

25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, the Chair is going to
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1

stop here. I need a motion to, to stop here. We do have

2

some errors that we need to correct. So the Chair is going to request

3

a motion to accept 1 through 13, as read by the Chair at this time.

4

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.

6

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Moved by Member Victorino,

7

second by Member Medeiros. Any discussion?
MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair, does that include the

8
9

first resolution as well?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, including the first

10
11

resolution. Okay, any more discussion, Members?

12

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No.

13

CHAIR PONTANILLA: If not, all in favor of the motion

14

please say "aye."

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

16

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Any noes?

17

Seeing none. The motion is carried, seven ayes,

18

two excused, Member Johnson and Member Kaho'ohalahala.

19
20

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

21

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

22

Pontanilla.

23

NOES:

24

ABSTAIN: None.

25

ABSENT:

None.

None.
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1

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

2 MOTION CARRIED.
3

ACTION:

4

Approving the Acquisition of Real Property Known As

4

the Old Wailuku Post Office, 70 Wells Street (70 South

5

High Street), Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii; FIRST READING of

6

proposed bill amending Section 16.26.107.2, Maui

7

County Code, pertaining to building permit fees; FIRST

8

READING of proposed bill amending Chapter 16.04B, Maui

9

County Code, relating to the Fire Code; FIRST READING

ADOPTION of revised Proposed Resolution

11

of proposed bill amending Chapter 13.04, Maui County

12

Code, pertaining to recreational area regulations;

13

FIRST READING of proposed bill repealing Section

14

3.36.180, Maui County Code, relating to the Recycling

15

Grant-Loan Revolving Fund; FIRST READING of

16

proposed bill repealing Chapter 3.30, Maui

17

County Code, relating to First-Time Home

18

Buyers' Revolving Fund; FIRST READING of

19

proposed bill repealing Section3.08.030, Maui

20

County Code, Relating to E-Check Fees; FIRST

21

READING of proposed bill amending Chapter

22

2.64, Maui County Code, relating to the Fee

23

Schedule for Public Records; FIRST READING of

24

proposed bill authorizing the Mayor of the

25

County of Maui to enter into an Intergovernmental
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1

Agreement for a State Water Pollution Control

2

Revolving Fund Loan for the Collections Storage

3

Renovations, Countywide, Fiscal Year 2010 Budget

4

Ordinances (also known as Central Operations and

5

Maintenance Facility); FIRST READING of proposed

6

bill authorizing the Mayor of the County of Maui

7

to Enter Into an Intergovernmental Agreement for

8

a State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund

9

Loan for the Countywide Pump Station Renovations,

10

Countywide, Fiscal Year 2010 Budget Ordinances;

11

FIRST READING of proposed bill amending Section

12

3.48.590, Maui County Code, relating to the

13

minimum rate for real property tax; FIRST READING

14

of revised proposed Bond Authorization bill; and

15

FIRST READING of revised proposed Capital

16

Improvement Project bill.

17
18

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, the Chair is going to

19

take a five-minute recess to confer. Meeting in recess

20

until 5:25. ...(gavel)...

21

RECESS:

5:20 p.m.

22

RECONVENE:

5:27 p.m.

23

CHAIR PONTANILLA. ...(gavel)... Thank you. The

24 Budget and Finance Committee meeting is now reconvened.
25 Members, before I read number 14, if you can, on Bill number
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1

14, which is in your handout, turn to page 20, Section 7.

2

Section 7 also have a Section 7A that was inadvertently not

3

included with this particular bill, the ones that you have

4

in your hand. So at this time the Chair would like to have

5 Mr. Pablo provide us with come comments in regards to this.
MR. PABLO: Thank you, Chair. The Chair -- the

6
7

Chair is absolutely correct, there is a Section 7A which is

8

in the last year's general budget provisions, but for some

9

reason it was inadvertently omitted.

10

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, Members. Any questions?

11

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair, what is Section 7A?

12

CHAIR PONTANILLA: It's the same -- look to your

13

Budget Ordinance for 2009. If you want copies, the Chair

14

can have copies made for Section A, or you want the Chair to

15

read it?

16

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No. I get 'em already,

17

I got 'em already so.

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: We take your word.

19

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair, we got 'em.

20

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Okay. And

21

then on page 22 on Section 17 the Chair is -- when you look

22

at Section 17 just about in the middle of the page where it

23

says, "At any time the aggregate amount of such transfers

24

and loans which shall be unin -- unreimbursed shall not

25

exceed $50 million."
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1

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Uh-huh.

2

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Everybody got that?

3

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.

4

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Chair is recommending to

5

increase that to $55 million.

6

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, any discussion?

9

Seeing none, all in favor say "aye."

10

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

11

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion is carried. So that is

12

changed to $55 million.

13
14

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

15

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

16

Pontanilla.

17

NOES:

18

ABSTAIN: None.

19

ABSENT:

None.

20

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

21 MOTION CARRIED.
22

ACTION:

APPROVE.

23
24
25

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So at this time the
Chair would like to address number 14, a proposed bill
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1 entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE OPERATING
2 BUDGET FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI FOR THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 1,
3

2009 TO JUNE 30, 2010" with Appendices A and B.

4

The purpose of the proposed bill is to appropriate

5 estimated revenues for the operating and capital improvement
6 budget. Incorporated within the proposed bill are Appendix
7 A, which lists Grant Revenues and Special Purpose Revenues;
8

and Appendix B, which is the Schedule of Fees, Rates,

9

Assessments and Taxes.
The proposed bill will be further revised to

10
11

incorporate the changes recommended by the Committee.

12

Members, the Chair would like to ask your

13 permission for Staff to make any substantive changes to
14

this.

15

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objection.

16

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: No objection.

17

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. And finally, recommending

18

filing of the following County communications.

19

1) County Communication No. 09-59, from the

20 Chair of the Budget and Finance Committee, relating to the
21 matter of the proposed budget for Fiscal Year 2010; and
22

2) County Communication No. 09-88, from the

23 Mayor, transmitting the proposed budget for the Fiscal Year
24

2010 and other related documents. I need a motion to

25

accept.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.

3

CHAIR PONTANILLA: The Chair's recommendation, moved

4 by Member Victorino, second by Member Medeiros.
5 Members, any more discussion? Seeing none, all in favor
6

please say "aye."

7

COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.

8

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Motion is carried. Seven ayes,

9

two excused, Members Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

10
11

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Baisa, Medeiros, Molina,

12

Nishiki, Victorino, Vice-Chair Mateo, and Chair

13

Pontanilla.

14

NOES:

15

ABSTAIN: None.

16

ABSENT:

None.

17

EXC.:

Councilmembers Johnson and Kaho'ohalahala.

None.

18 MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: FIRST READING of revised proposed Operating
Budget bill; and FILING of communications by CR.
19

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Staff, any more? At this time

20 the Chair would like to thank you for bearing with me today.
21

I really appreciate the work of the Committee Members. I

22

know it was tiring this last few months. I want to

23 especially thank the Staff that supported us through this
24

deliberation - Ms. Gail Revels, Mr. Taguchi, as well as

25

Yvette Bouthillier.
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1

And at this time also I would like to thank the

2 Budget Director and First Deputy Corporation Counsel for
3 being here during our deliberations.
4

So with that, Members, the Chair is going to end

5

this meeting. This meeting is adjourned. And again, thank

6

you.

...(gavel)...

7

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair.

8
9

ADJOURN:

5:32 p.m.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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CERTIFICATION

1
2
3
4
5

I, JEANNETTE W. IWADO, Notary Public for the State of
Hawaii, certify:
That the proceedings contained herein were taken by

6 me in machine shorthand and were thereafter reduced to print
7

under my supervision by means of computer-aided

8

transcription; that the foregoing represents, to the best of

9

my ability, a true and accurate transcript of the

10

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.

11
12

Dated the 14th day of May, 2009

13
14
15
16
17
18

NOTARPUBLIC, State of Hawaii

19

My commission expires 2/5/12

20
21
22
23
24
25
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